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Welcome
Leadership requires the ability to see the bigger picture and contribute value to an
organisation – a skill that’s also essential for today’s professional accountants
What makes a leader? It’s something

ensure that professional accountants

that we at Accounting and Business

are trained as future leaders. Our article

have asked ourselves many times

on page 62 looks at how the changes

in preparing this special leadership

will equip members and employers in a

edition. There are many popular

constantly evolving business world.
Elsewhere we explore a range of

quotes on leadership but I think
this one from Albert Einstein sums

aspects of leadership, from inspiring

it up: ‘The leader is one who, out

examples in business (page 22) to

of the clutter, brings simplicity…

encouraging future partners up the

out of discord, harmony…and out of

ladder of your practice (page 26). And

difficulty, opportunity.’

on page 16, our columnist Ramona

Events on the global political stage

Dzinkowski considers what milliennials

show that leadership can take many

want from their leaders.

forms and still be effective. In business,

In our interview, we hear from

the qualities that leadership requires

departing International Federation of

include courage, ambition, passion,

Accountants CEO Fayez Choudhury

empathy, charisma – and humility.

on how the profession’s top-level

Not everyone has these qualities in

global body supports the accounting

spades but the ability to see the bigger

profession and champions public

picture and, through that, contribute

interest issues. An accounting veteran,

value is a skill that is vital to today’s

he has spent a 42-year career working

professional accountants.

in a Big Four firm and holding senior

This month sees the first sitting of

positions at the World Bank before

ACCA’s Strategic Business Leader

joining IFAC. His inspiring story is

exam, where students will take a case-

on page 12.

AB

study-based paper featuring real-world
scenarios. The exam is one of a raft of

Annabella Gabb, international editor

changes to the ACCA Qualification to

annabella.gabb@accaglobal.com
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ACCA (the Association of Chartered

finance professionals, available in seven

Certified Accountants) is the global

different versions: China, Ireland, Malaysia,
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Singapore, UK, Africa and International.
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*
*
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Magazine contacts, page 66

qualifications to people of application,

Member services
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ability and ambition who seek a

AB Direct: weekly news bulletin

rewarding career in accountancy, finance
and management. ACCA supports its

More at accaglobal.com/ab
Audit period July 2016
to June 2017 145,448

ISSN No:
1460-406X

208,000 members and 503,000 students
in 179 countries. accaglobal.com

ACCA office details, page 66
ACCA Connect: +44 (141)582 2000
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accaglobal.com/members

Our alliance with CA ANZ
More about ACCA’s alliance with Chartered
Accountants ANZ: accaglobal.com/alliance
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Humanoid robot Sophia
finally met Ethiopia’s
prime minister, Abiy
Ahmed, despite losing
some of her body parts
at Frankfurt airport
on the way. She has
been programmed to
speak Ethiopia’s official
language, Amharic.

People all round the
world celebrated the
centenary of Nelson
Mandela’s birth in July.
In South Africa, former
US president Barack
Obama told a cheering
crowd of thousands
to keep the ideas that
Mandela worked for alive.

The Thai cave complex
where 12 boys and their
football coach were
trapped for 17 days is
set to become a major
tourist attraction, and
the focus of a Hollywood
film. Thai officials are
expecting a huge rise in
visitors to the caves.

Fifa’s revenue from the
2018 World Cup topped
€5bn – up 25% on the
2014 tournament. While
some analysts have
suggested that the
economy of champions
France could gain from
the win, others say the
effect will be negligible.
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News in brief
This edition’s stories and infographics from across the globe, as well as a look at the
latest developments and issues affecting the profession
J5 group formed

Glencore probe

will cooperate with the DoJ,

US prosecutors, Pilatus was

Tax authorities in the US,

Glencore, the world’s

while continuing to focus on

set up with the proceeds

UK, Canada, Australia and

largest commodity trader,

our business and seeking to

of crime and was used to

the Netherlands have joined

has established a board

maximise the value we create

breach sanctions against

forces to create the J5 group

committee to oversee

for our diverse stakeholders

Iran and Venezuela. The

to enforce international tax

its response to a US

in a responsible and

bank’s assets were frozen in

compliance. They will share

Department of Justice

transparent manner.’

March and a US financial

intelligence and expertise

(DoJ) investigation into the

to combat international

company’s compliance with

US$2bn loan fraud

Pilatus and its assets. The

tax crime and money

anti-corruption and money

One of India’s largest

FIAU rejected the findings.

laundering. J5 was formed in

laundering laws. The DoJ

banks, Punjab National

US legal proceedings

response to a call to action

is examining Glencore’s

Bank, suffered a US$2bn

are ongoing.

from the Organisation for

business in Nigeria, the

fraud because of weak risk

Economic Cooperation and

Democratic Republic of

control systems, an internal

Post-Brexit audit

Development for countries

Congo and Venezuela.

audit has concluded.

Accountancy Europe,

to do more to tackle the

Glencore chairman Tony

According to a report

representing a million

enablers of tax crime.

Hayward said: ‘The company

obtained by Reuters, 54

European accountants

bank officials – including

and advisers, has stressed

internal auditors and

the need for Britain to

regional heads – failed to

stay in the EU regulatory

ensure compliance with

framework for statutory

internal procedures. Eight

audit after Brexit. Its

officials have been charged

paper, Implications of

with related offences. Non-

Brexit on cooperation

compliant transactions were

within the European audit

not picked up because of

profession, states that

poor integration between

Brexit will have adverse

two internal IT systems.

consequences for statutory

regulator moved in to control

audit. ‘Unless appropriate

Malta’s AML failure

arrangements between

Malta is responsible

the EU 27 member states

for ‘systemic’ failings in

and the UK are made in

The latest intake of the Ibrahim Leadership Fellowships

overseeing anti-money

due time, this will impact

programme has been announced, with the sixth cohort

laundering regulations,

individual businesses as

identified to receive mentoring in key multilateral institutions

the European Banking

well as the market overall,’

to help produce the next generation of outstanding African

Authority (EBA) has

it declares. ‘In particular,

leaders. The incoming fellows are Valeria Bempomaah

concluded. The EBA found

there are risks relating to

Mensah of Ghana, who will join the United Nations Economic

the Maltese Financial

legal uncertainty, especially

Commission for Africa; Zukiswa Mqolomba of South Africa,

Intelligence Analysis Unit

in relation to the validity

who will join the African Development Bank; and Ines Ayari of

(FIAU) had breached EU

of audit reports, as well as a

Tunisia, who will join the International Trade Centre.

law in its supervision of

proliferation of overlapping

Pilatus Bank. According to

regulatory requirements.’

Ibrahim fellows announced

8
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Big Four criticised

Swiss slammed

Audit firms’ focus on profit

corruption agency in 2013.

The Big Four ‘are embedded

Swiss government action

maximisation puts high levels

The constitutional court ruled

in EU policy-making on tax

against state corruption

of pressure on overstretched

earlier this year that Iohannis

avoidance’ and should be

has been inadequate,

trainees and compromises

could not block demands

excluded from providing EU

a review from the Swiss

the quality of their audit work,

from the government for

anti-tax avoidance policy

Federal Audit Office has

said the researchers. Assistant

her sacking. The leader of

because of their conflicts

concluded. The report called

professor Marlies de Vries

the ruling Social Democratic

of interest, according to a

for ‘important reforms’,

explained: ‘During the busy

Party Liviu Dragnea was

report from the campaigning

including an independent

season, young professionals

convicted earlier this year of

organisation Corporate

anti-corruption office, staffed

spend an average of 60

abuse of office.

Europe Observatory. The

by specialists. The review

hours per week working and

report, Accounting for

followed well-publicised

studying.’ The authors said

ACCA and MSI deal

influence, argues: ‘Given

scandals, including PostBus’s

the findings were likely to

ACCA has signed

their role as key players in the

use of irregular accounting

apply in other countries too.

a memorandum of

tax avoidance industry it is

practices, which diverted

remarkable that the EU and its

profits between divisions.

member state governments

understanding with

Anti-graft chief out

MSI Global Alliance, an

Romania’s anti-corruption

international association

consider them legitimate

Trainee wipeout

head has been sacked by

of independent legal

and neutral advisers in

The Dutch audit sector

the country’s president Klaus

and accounting firms, to

policy-making. They are

could lose more than half

Iohannis. Laura Codruta

collaborate on projects to

omnipresent in the EU’s policy

its trainees within two years,

Kovesi had been appointed

develop skillsets and events

processes to tackle corporate

according to a study from

prosecutor general in 2006

to attract new talent. ACCA

tax avoidance.’

Nyenrode Business University.

and head of the anti-

chief executive Helen Brand
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said: ‘By partnering with
an organisation such as

Putting economic innovation on the map

MSI Global Alliance, our

Switzerland has retained its position as the world’s most innovative economy for the eighth year

members can benefit from

running, according to the 2018 Global Innovation Index. The index, published by INSEAD, the

the insights and experience

World Intellectual Property Organization and Cornell University, also placed China in the top 20

of professionals working in

for the first time, thanks to improvements in patents, publications and R&D expenditures.

multidisciplinary firms around

1

the world.’

2

Expats desert Saudi

3
Netherlands

Switzerland

5

4

Over 667,000 expatriate

Sweden

United Kingdom

workers have departed Saudi

Singapore

Arabia since the beginning
of last year, according to
official statistics. The exodus
is in response to the weak
economy and a policy shift
to encourage Saudis to
fill a higher proportion of
jobs. Overseas workers
also face a rising tax on

6

their dependents – the

7

US

monthly fee of US$26.70 per
dependent set last year is

8

to rise to US$106 by 2020.

Finland
9

Denmark

10
Germany

Ireland

Expats make up more than
80% of private sector workers
and around a third of the
country’s population.

SMEs lack finance

10

Baruch, head of SME policy

The payments they are

of skills instead. More use

at ACCA.

making are consistent with

of qualified accountants

the terms of the agreement.’

would improve the quality

Nigerian small businesses

MTN pays fine

lack the finance to meet

African telecoms company

‘Undervalued’

SMEs and help them achieve

their international ambitions.

MTN has paid half the

Professional accountants in

much higher rates of growth.’

ACCA research has found

fine imposed on it by the

Kenya are undervalued for

that 86% of the Nigerian

Nigerian Communications

key financial management

Big Four fees uplift

SMEs surveyed took part in

Commission (NCC). MTN

roles, according to a report

The Big Four firms’ fees to

international trade, compared

had been fined 1.04

jointly published by ACCA

clients listed on the Nairobi

with a global average of

trillion naira (US$2.9m) in

and the Institute of Certified

Securities Exchange (NSE)

77%, yet 55% wanted better

2015 for not deactivating

Public Accountants of

rose by 10.6% last year,

access to export finance.

unregistered SIM cards. On

Kenya (ICPAK). Maggie

despite more than half

‘It’s encouraging that so

appeal, that was reduced to

McGhee, ACCA’s director of

of NSE-listed companies

many Nigerian businesses

330bn naira, half of which has

professional insights, said:

reporting lower earnings. Big

have the appetite to

now been paid. A variety of

‘Kenya’s private sector is

Four firms generated fees of

internationalise, but small

media reports quoted NCC

dominated by small firms,

781.8m shillings (US$7.7m)

businesses need access

executive vice chairman

yet most SMEs choose not

combined from NSE

to the right professional

Umar Danbatta as saying: ‘It

to employ an accountant,

companies in 2017.

advice and support to do

is a whopping sum of money

often opting for individuals

so successfully,’ said Ben

and they have not defaulted.

with a very broad spread

of financial management in

AB

Paul Gosling, journalist
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Honest broker
CEO of the International Federation of Accountants Fayez Choudhury explains how
the global body makes its influence felt and adapts to the winds of change

F

or Fayez Choudhury, the accountancy profession is

This, he says, gives accountants an obligation to speak out

a cornerstone of a properly functioning society. And

on issues where the role gives insight. While admitting that

he should know. During a 42-year career he worked

there is always more to do, Choudhury says he is proud of the

at PwC and held senior positions at the World Bank and a

way IFAC has spoken out over the years (see box below).

number of high-level representative bodies before joining the

‘Projecting public interest issues on a broad stage using

profession’s global organisation, the International Federation

the weight and credibility of the profession, and partnering

of Accountants (IFAC), in 2013 as its CEO – a position he is

with other influential bodies, has led to significant successes,’

stepping down from at the end of this year.

he says. ‘It is not just us speaking about the issues; we are

Although IFAC represents associations across the globe with
a combined total of three million members and students, it is

catalysing influential voices to participate in these discussions.’
As the world continues to change at speed, Choudhury

itself a relatively small organisation. Against that background,

says he is optimistic that IFAC possesses the agility, flexibility,

Choudhury encouraged the IFAC team to ask themselves what

nimbleness and durability needed to spot and take advantage

IFAC can do that others can’t – IFAC’s comparative advantage.

of the winds of change and adapt. ‘We do have a responsive
organisational mindset,’ he says.

Choudhury has been keen to

He pays particular tribute to the

explore how to leverage IFAC’s
extensive network of member
bodies to facilitate dialogue.
‘By not being attached to any
one jurisdiction, IFAC – which is
ultimately a knowledge, advocacy
and stakeholder organisation – can
become a trusted intermediary for
stakeholders in their dialogue with
the profession,’ he says.
The comparative advantages
identified by Choudhury underpin
his view of how IFAC should be

‘We’re not just
accountants turning
up to work every
day; we’re important
members of society
because we are a
privileged elite with
a good education
and training’

organised, how it should exploit the
opportunities that come its way, and

‘knowledge mediation of the IFAC
team’. IFAC’s 175 member bodies
around the world are generating
information and knowledge relevant
to the profession. Leveraging this,

Speaking out
Choudhury cites examples of IFAC
speaking out on a range of public
interest issues.
Smart regulation ‘We all agree
regulation is needed. The challenge
is to get it right and fit for purpose

how it should address and confront challenges. He describes

rather than overregulate.’ IFAC has consistently picked up the

those advantages as IFAC’s pole star in helping to chart its

theme of how overregulation is hurting business as well as the

three broad roles: supporting the profession, developing the

profession. See IFAC’s report Regulatory Divergence: Costs,

profession and championing public interest issues that are

Risks and Impacts at bit.ly/reg-div.

important to the profession.

Public sector accountability IFAC is raising the issue of how

Members of a foundational profession for society such

the sector is underserved by high-quality financial reporting.

as IFAC have an obligation to help emerging economies,

The role of SMEs SMEs create 90% of jobs and GDP, and

Choudhury suggests, including developing a profession in

IFAC promotes how the accountancy profession has particular

those countries. ‘We are not just accountants turning up to

insight into this sector through SMPs.

an office every day; we are important members of civil society

Corruption IFAC will be at the G20 summit in Buenos Aires

because we are a privileged elite, having benefited from a

in late November/early December 2018 as a network partner,

good education and training. We are also influencers in the

highlighting the risk posed by fraud and corruption.

organisations in which we work.’
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IFAC has constructed a Global Knowledge Gateway (ifac.org/
global-knowledge-gateway) – an online hub organised by

i

Basics

topic area that provides links to further resources. ‘People can
have at their fingertips a wealth of accounting knowledge from

7 October 1977

around the world,’ he says. ‘For IFAC to be that knowledge

Date that IFAC was founded – in Munich, Germany, at the

intermediator and convenor is a fundamental role.’

11th World Congress of Accountants.

But he believes that IFAC must go further still. ‘Having great
ideas and topics in our New York offices or at board meetings

175

isn’t enough,’ he says. ‘We need to deliver those messages. In

Number of IFAC member-bodies and associates, drawn

a world of information overload, our messages have to reach

from 130 countries and jurisdictions, and representing nearly

the right people and they have to take notice.’ As a result,

three million accountants. Governance of IFAC is controlled

IFAC has upgraded its global communication function.

by its council, which comprises one representative from
each member body, and the board, which is responsible for

Winds of change

setting policy and overseeing operations.

Choudhury sees ‘difficult and fundamental challenges coming
down the pipe’, and believes the profession needs to track

New York

fundamental change, which is coming from many directions.

Headquarters of IFAC, which is registered in Geneva.

While he does see opportunities, he says they are ‘often
fleeting chances to promote the role of professional and

US$35.1m

public interest issues, often in a small window of opportunity’.

IFAC revenue in 2017 (US$32.6m in 2016), US$20.2m of which

The first challenge Choudhury names is an old one: ‘Every

came from membership fees and US$12.3m from the Forum

profession has to constantly search for relevance. Who are we

of Firms (a body whose members do transnational audits).

trying to serve and how do we best deliver?’ He describes the
relevance issue as subject to considerable flux.
Although the same is true for a great many professions and
jobs, much of the work that was performed 40 years ago by

78
Number of full-time employees; there are also two part-time
staff, 10 contractors and two secondees.

accountants is now automated. He wants accountants to be
at the heart of the societal discussion on the future of work.

Source: IFAC

‘Professional accountants won’t be doing the work we do
today, but we have to scrutinise our offering and make sure it
is aligned with the market’s needs,’ he says.
The other key challenge for the profession is the perceived
changing view of careers of the generation currently entering

to join its ranks. It also has to compete to remain attractive
compared with other professions.
Roles such as performance management and reporting

the workforce – the millennials and Generation Z. ‘Technology

are being opened up to those with expertise in emerging

is changing people’s views of the physical workspace, job

knowledge sectors such as data mining. Such changes benefit

security, opportunities, entrepreneurship and horizons in a way

society, says Choudhury, but challenge the accountancy

that was unimaginable even 15 to 20 years ago,’ he says.

profession to define its value proposition. ‘We need to skill

The profession has to work out the impact of those changing
perceptions on the need for a steady stream of the brightest

accountants up for the new challenge.’
On the subject of the future of audit, Choudhury says
the profession carries out the important audit function of

Choudhury on ACCA

expressing an opinion on financial statements ‘by and large
very well’. A watershed moment was the redrawing of the audit

‘I view ACCA as one of our most important stakeholders – not

report to include key audit matters (KAMs) to show where

just in terms of its standing as one of the largest accountancy

auditors spent their time and the issues organisations were

bodies in the world, but the collaboration, co-operation

facing. ‘It gives insight into the financial risk and dynamics

and alignment of our views have made ACCA a tremendous

that users of accounts would not otherwise have.’ However, he

partner. ACCA is an important component of the global

acknowledges that increasingly the financial statements do not

profession and will continue to be so.’

provide the information required by stakeholders.
Clearly the challenges faced by the profession differ across

14
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the world: the agenda for accountants in developed countries
is not identical to those who are working in fragile states. ‘We

interest are avoided and safeguards exist against threats’.
While Choudhury describes a substantial and meaningful

have to look at that transition and provide a roadmap that

ethical framework, he acknowledges it will not always work.

different countries can use,’ says Choudhury.

‘Even the most highly skilled surgeon will have the occasional
lapse,’ he says. ‘The one ethical breach – out of hundreds

Ethical dilemmas

of thousands of good-quality work – is the one that makes

But perhaps one challenge is common to finance professionals

the press. That transparency is good, and the profession is

the world over. Choudhury calls ethics ‘the defining

committed to that continuous learning.’ And he argues that

characteristic of the accountant’, adding: ‘If professionals are

ethics are changing for the better. ‘By our shining a light,

not grounded in ethical principles, then the profession is not

people have a more nuanced and deeper view of where

serving its purpose.’

conflicts can occur or principles may be compromised.’

Ethics drive the whole profession, but Choudhury sees

Choudhury says that as CEO of IFAC he has been energised

auditors as facing a particular threat of being subject to

by the people he has met from around the world. They have

pressures related to the independence and objectivity they

helped to enthuse and motivate him to make a contribution

are obliged to bring to their work. The International Ethics

to the development of the profession. ‘I am fortunate to have

Standards Board for Accountants’ code of ethics, which is

had this opportunity, and IFAC will remain an organisation for

supported by IFAC, dwells on that threat (see bit.ly/IESBA-

which I have respect and affection,’ he says.

AB

fwork), but Choudhury points to ‘a considerable infrastructure
from regulators and government to make sure conflicts of

Peter Williams, journalist
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Cultivating leaders
If company CFOs are truly serious about developing the leaders of the future, they
must learn to understand what millennials want and expect, says Ramona Dzinkowski
When it comes to filling the leadership

by values and transparency, and who

pipeline for the future, CFOs need to

have an ability to be nimble and

up their game. The latest results from

respond to new opportunities. They also

Korn Ferry’s CFO Pulse Survey 2018

expect the current guard to bring them

tell us that CFOs could be doing a lot

into the strategic planning process.
Some CFOs have responded by

more to develop the next generation

restructuring their finance function

of finance chiefs.
Only one-third of CFOs say they have

(combining roles across treasury, tax and

a succession plan for filling their own

controllership, for example), not only

shoes. And should they leave tomorrow,

to deal with resource constraints, but

81% said there was no one that could

also to allow their teams broader career

take over their role from within the

development opportunities. Others

company. Given the increasingly

are cultivating leaders of the future by

strategic role of the CFO, and the

embracing what motivates millennials

importance of the partnership between

– providing mentorship programmes

the CFO and the CEO, this is worrying.

and creating a continuous learning

Part of the reason why so many

environment; investing in programmes

companies seem unprepared for the

that encourage teamwork, flexibility and

future comes down to a scarcity of

healthy lifestyles; and offering a better

talent. In the US, a 2018 survey made

work-life balance.

by Robert Half of 2,200 CFOs across

Alongside these measures, CFOs

the country reveals that companies are

need to adapt their thinking in a number

having difficulty filling their vacancies.

of other ways:

One in five finance chiefs concluded

*

that it was ‘very challenging’ finding the

not harder’, so banish the mentality

right talent, and almost half concluded it

that hours of work equate to

was ‘somewhat challenging’.

hours of productivity; reward

However, I would argue that filling the

quality, creativity, ingenuity and

talent pipeline for the finance function

engagement instead.

*

also boils down to accepting a sea
change in what professionals expect

Understand that a one-size-fits-all
culture doesn’t work any more, and

from their work, their companies and

give up the oh-so-20th-century

the tone at the top.

carrot-and-stick motivation models

So what can CFOs do to groom
the leaders of the future? In a few
short years, millennials will comprise
the majority of the workforce and
understanding what motivates them is
key to developing them as leaders.
According to data gathered by
Harvard University, mid-level millennials

Mid-level
millennials are
inspired by leaders
who are driven
by values and
transparency

are inspired by leaders who are driven

16

Millennials’ motto is ‘work smarter,

that have traditionally dominated
our corporate experiences.

*

Above all, provide the opportunity
for people to contribute, offer an
opinion and communicate, without
fear of embarrassment or reprisal.

AB

Ramona Dzinkowski, Canadian economist
and president of RND Research Group
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Prospects for peace
After 20 years of war, peace has finally been declared between Ethiopia and its
neighbour Eritrea. The prospects for economic growth look good, says Alnoor Amlani
As I write this in mid July, the first

of inequality – comparable to that of

commercial flight in 20 years from

Scandinavian countries.
Ethiopia’s independence was

Ethiopia to Eritrea has taken off,
operated by Africa’s largest airline,

recognised by Britain during the

Ethiopian Airlines, which also has plans

Second World War after its liberation

to acquire 20% of the smaller Eritrean

from Italian occupation. Eritrea, which

Air. There is an air of optimism around

was considered to be a province of

these two neighbours once more and

Ethiopia, fought a 30-year war to finally

the bloody wars and border conflicts

gain de facto independence from its

seem to be a thing of the past.

larger neighbour in 1991. International

The border between the two countries

recognition only came in 1993, and the

was closed in 1998 and all diplomatic,

Eritrean economy therefore stands to

commercial and other contact was

gain significantly from the peace deal.

terminated after a dispute over the

Ethiopia seeks access to the Red Sea

dusty village of Badme escalated

via Eritrea because despite the size

beyond all expectations. A series of

of its economy, it is land locked and

skirmishes and wars followed during

access to maritime links would generate

which it is estimated that tens of

significant value.

thousands of people died.

Ethiopia’s accounting profession is

On 4 June, Abiy Ahmed, Ethiopia’s

much better developed than Eritrea’s.

prime minister, triggered the

However, it still lags behind countries

turnaround in relations by declaring

such as South Africa, Kenya and

that he would accept the UN boundary

Nigeria. Ethiopia formally enacted

commission’s outcome over the

financial reporting requirements in

disputed territory.

2014 and the profession has been

At 41, Abiy is Africa’s youngest head

steadily growing since. ACCA held

of state, in sharp contrast to Eritrea’s

its Africa members convention in

longstanding president Isaias Afwerki,

Addis Ababa in 2017 and has signed

who is 72 years old. With a population

a memorandum of understanding

of more than 100 million, Ethiopia has

with Addis Ababa University to

the fastest growing economy on the

enhance the accountancy and audit

continent, with a 2017 GDP of US$77bn.
Eritrea’s GDP for the same year was
estimated at US$6.1bn.
Ethiopia’s economy includes
agriculture, industries and services,
including telecoms and banking, while
Eritrea’s is largely agricultural. Ethiopia
also has the lowest level of income
inequality in Africa and one of the lowest
in the world, with a Gini coefficient – the
most commonly used measurement

profession. The university wants to offer

Ethiopia’s
accountancy
profession still lags
behind countries
such as South
Africa, Kenya
and Nigeria

a tailored route to ACCA Qualification
in the near future.
One cloud hanging over the peace,
however, is the Tigrayan Peoples’
Liberation Front. It is likely to resist the
newly reconstituted good relations
between Ethiopia and Eritrea.

AB

Alnoor Amlani FCCA is a director with
the CFOO Centre in Nairobi, Kenya
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Leading the way
ACCA’s new Strategic Business Leader exam will help develop the leadership skills
increasingly needed by effective finance professionals, says ACCA president Leo Lee
The US president John F Kennedy
once said that ‘leadership and learning
are indispensable to each other’. A
good leader constantly reassesses
the traits needed to represent the
people they lead and to make the best
decisions when faced with challenge or
opportunity. And they never stop being
willing to learn and able to change.
Leadership is a fluid concept and a
hard one to define. Our understanding
and expectations of good leadership
change as society does: in the
wake of contextual changes such as
globalisation and the digital age, and as
awareness increases around ingrained
structures or prejudices, for example. So
I am glad to see that this issue of AB is
all about what leadership means – today
and into the future.
Finance professionals need many
strong leadership traits. They need to
be well rounded and able to use the
knowledge of a company or situation
gained through their analysis to decide
on the best way forward. They need to
be able to communicate with people,

Be an ACCA Qualification advocate

and for their direction and vision to be

Tell colleagues and contacts about how ACCA is leading the way with our

trusted and shared.

qualification changes and research – see the booklet with this month’s magazine.

Leadership is not always about being
at the top of the organisation. It’s about
taking people with you as you strive to

ACCA is training leaders from the

do the right thing and make a positive

earliest stage of their career because

teach what it is that makes great

impact on the world around you.

it’s important that we all help the next

leaders and to learn about it as well.

generation to develop the leadership

Through this process we can truly

ACCA rolling out its Strategic Business

skills that they will need throughout

shape the future.

Leader exam sessions this month (see

their professional lives.

That is why I am so excited to see

18

It’s time for us to lead the way, to

AB

the ACCA section of this edition). It’s a

I am so excited that ACCA is taking

truly forward-looking way of educating

this major step, and I encourage you all

formerly held various roles at the

our next generation of professionals

to engage – to tell your networks and

Securities and Futures Commission of

about the real-life challenges and

advocate for the importance of training

Hong Kong and is past president of

opportunities they are likely to face.

strategic business leaders.

ACCA Hong Kong

Leo Lee FCCA is retired, but
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The view from
Oleg Gusev ACCA, senior finance controller, Zalando,
Berlin, Germany, and data analytics enthusiast

$20
trillion
Total market capitalisation

Since 2006, I have worked

We use predictive analytics

in various finance and

widely in finance – for

(US$) of Global Top 100

controlling roles across

example, detailed sales

companies, up by

different industries – from

and return forecasts are

15% since 2017.

steelmaking to apparel

used to plan logistics

Source: PwC

retail. After completing my

capacity, inventory levels

MBA at INSEAD three years

and financing. Detailed

ago, I joined Zalando, a

profitability information

major European online fashion retailer,

is calculated for each sold item and

Tax and finance reform

to lead an internal consulting team

updated dynamically. This brings

The traditional tax and finance function

within the finance department.

vast opportunities for real-time value

in large corporations will be subject

segmentation of customers, and

to major reform in the coming years,

marketing campaigns.

according to a study from EY. A survey

I establish financial governance across

found that almost all companies

the group, and promote economic
thinking across the company. I also

However, creating value from the

believe that the core competencies

design financial tools to help steer

analysis of the big data has its

needed will shift from traditional tax

customers and products in real-time in

challenges. It increases demands

technical skills to deeper process and

the digital world – a futuristic area at

on the performance of systems, and

technology skills. EY concludes that

the intersection of decision automation,

also requires relevant competences

companies have a choice between

business intelligence and finance.

in controlling teams. In addition to

rebuilding or transforming their tax

traditional accounting expertise, we face

and finance function, outsourcing the

Online trade has brought new

a growing demand for decision support

function entirely, or adopting a mix

challenges related to the volume of

capabilities, project management skills,

between internal transformation and

deliveries, fraud and return levels not

and a better understanding of statistical

partial outsourcing.

comparable to those in traditional

methods and business intelligence.

retail. However, it has also brought a

VW loses files plea

huge amount of data about orders,

Although ACCA is not widely known in

Volkswagen has lost an attempt to

products, trends and customers.

Germany, the qualification has provided

prevent seized company files being

me with important practical knowledge

used in a prosecution linked to its

and models that I continuously use

manipulation of emissions testing

in my projects. Furthermore, ACCA

results. The files were obtained by

has enabled me to speak the same

prosecutors during a raid on a law

language with colleagues in accounting,

firm, Jones Day, advising VW. Audi,

strategy, tax and treasury.

a VW subsidiary, is being prosecuted

I design financial
tools to help
steer customers
and products in
real-time in the
digital world

for fraud and illegal advertising and
I learn something new every day at

its chief executive Rupert Stadler has

Zalando. The industry changes rapidly,

been arrested. The former group chief

and so does the company.

executive of VW, Martin Winterkorn, has
been indicted in the US. VW pleaded

I work in Berlin, one of the most vibrant

guilty to criminal charges in the US last

cities on the continent, and I never get

year, paying US$4.3bn in penalties.

bored here. I also enjoy travelling.

AB
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Upending the pyramid
Management and leadership draw on different skillsets, says Jo Owen, and the
common corporate assumption of ‘manage then lead’ is hopelessly compromised
The only statistically proven difference

are quite simply different beasts.

making things happen. In between are

between leadership and management

Entrepreneurs show that you can

managers of varying seniority. It is no

is that leadership sells more books. I

lead long before you manage. Many

longer necessary to start at the very

should know, as I write about both.

of the world’s top billionaires had no

bottom before you get to the top. The

However, that distinction devalues

management experience, but that

journey from postroom to boardroom is

leadership and management alike: if

did not stop them from changing the

rarely travelled, if only because a single

everyone calls themselves a leader,

world and making a fortune. Mark

lifetime career is becoming as rare as

leadership is devalued; and if no

Zuckerberg, Bill Gates and Sergey Brin

hen’s teeth.

one wants to be called a manager,

all lacked any management experience,

management is devalued.

but that did not stop them setting up

Grinders, minders, finders

In practice, many more managers

Facebook, Microsoft and Google. They

The pyramid principle is epitomised

than leaders are needed. For every

did not need management experience

by professional services firms: many

heroic leader who changes the world,

themselves because they could hire the

still operate on the basis of grinders,

countless managers are required to

best talent that stock options can buy.

minders and finders. You start with

make sure the trains run on time and

the firm as a young graduate doing

the bread gets delivered before and

hard grunt work, or grinding. Do that

after the revolution. In many ways,
management is harder work than
leadership: there is more ambiguity,
fewer resources, less control and more
stress than for a leader at the top.
Leadership and management are
different, and not just because of book
sales. Leadership is not about your
title: you can lead at any level of a
business. Former US secretary of state
Henry Kissinger defined leadership as

Many of the world’s
top billionaires had
no management
experience, but that
did not stop them
from changing the
world and making
a fortune

the art of taking people where they

work of the grinders, ensuring quality
and timely delivery on budget. Do
that well and you become an exalted
finder, managing client relationships
and bringing in the revenues. In other
words, the apex of the professional
services career is sales, although
most prefer to refer to themselves
as partners.
may be highly skilled salespeople

Most businesses are deeply confused

managing client relationships and

with leadership titles who are not

about leadership and management.

major projects. But even if they are

leading; they are managing a legacy

They still think that leadership is

not leading, they are still doing a

they inherited more or less successfully.

about the job title rather than what

fundamentally different job: they are

Equally, there will be people lower down

the titleholder does. They compound

finders, not minders or grinders. Success

in the hierarchy in a business who are

the error by assuming that you cannot

at one level does not mean you will

leading, effecting change and taking

become a leader unless you have been

succeed at the next; managing a project

their team or unit where they would not

a manager, even though the skills are

is different from selling one.

have reached by themselves. Leadership

completely different.

is about what you do, not your title.
This difference matters. It means that

20

minder, your job being to manage the

Partners are often not leaders – they

would not have got to by themselves.
That means there are plenty of people

well enough and you may become a

Most firms operate as a pyramid.

The pyramid firm works, but at
huge cost. The logic is that only when

At the top are a few senior executives

you have served your time will you

you do not have to manage before

who may or may not be leading. At the

really understand the nature of the

you lead; leadership and management

bottom are myriad workers actually

business and be able to deliver to
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clients. In practice, it is also a useful

We need to value management

way of keeping junior people in their

more, and ensure that leadership is

place. The implicit promise is that if

about performance, not position.

you work hard and pay your dues you

Then we can build both great

may eventually be admitted to the

leaders and great managers.

AB

club of privilege at the top of the firm.
Inevitably, this is a promise that can be

Jo Owen is a best-selling

kept for the few, not the many. But the

and award-winning

‘manage-then-lead’ myth is dangerous

leadership author,

for two reasons:

keynote speaker and

*

Not all leaders are good managers;

social entrepreneur.

they are very different sorts of role.

His latest book

There is no reason why someone

is Myths of

with deep expertise in managing

Leadership

the supply chain, dealing with
customers or running IT projects
can become a leader who changes
the direction of the whole business.
In professional services, there is
no reason why someone who is
good at managing projects should
be good at managing client
relationships. The result
is that people who could
be very good in leadership
roles never get there because
they are not good enough
as managers.

*

Not only do some good leaders
never get discovered, but not all
good managers are good leaders.
In professional services, not all
minders (managers) can
become good finders
(sales and client
relations). The
skills required
are simply
different.
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High five
We look at five entrepreneurs who have succeeded in their chosen fields not just by
spotting gaps in the market but by flexing their leadership skills to the max
Transformational business leaders

Pablo Fuentes,

selling through a salesforce was not

usually possess a rare combination of

CEO, Proven.com

commercially viable given the low

abilities. The skillset often includes

Stanford graduate

subscription price. So he shifted to

the ability to identify broad social or

Pablo Fuentes

marketing via a blog that discusses

technological trends that give rise

harnesses disruptive

issues affecting small businesses and

to business opportunities, a talent

technology.

interviews successful entrepreneurs

for communicating a clear message

Proven is an

from across the US. The blog has grown

and inspiring stakeholders, and the

online recruitment agency for smaller

to reach 50,000 readers over the past

discipline to manage risks that can

firms, distributing job adverts, sorting

two years, fuelling the growth of the

easily destroy a growing business.

applicants and setting up interviews.

business in a far more cost-effective way

We asked professors at three of the

As well as identifying an underserved

than the old salesforce.

world’s top business schools to identify

market, Fuentes has shown a high

leaders who they think exemplify ideals

degree of strategic flexibility. He came

efficient ways of marketing his product

of leadership and vision.

to realise that Proven’s early model of

and linking it to a broad community

‘Pablo has shown an eye for novel and

of small business owners,’ says Alan
Jagolinzer, professor of financial
accounting at Cambridge University’s
Judge Business School. ‘He is able
to inspire his staff with a clear
message about the purpose of
the business, which is to connect
people to their families.’
Tom Ilube, founder,
Crossword
Cybersecurity
The Nigeria-

‘My proudest
moment was
returning from
paternity leave to
find the company
operating better
without me’

22

educated British
technology
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Walker is also notable for his

entrepreneur Tom Ilube founded the

leveraged the social trends that had

online identity firm Garlik in 2005 (and

threatened to make the firm irrelevant.’

effectiveness in managing talent. He

During Hewitt’s nine-year tenure at

argues that a well-run business with

sold it to Experian in 2011) and the credit
reference service Noddle.co.uk in 2011.

Moss Bros, she showed a willingness

a clear vision should be able to run

His most recent creation, Crossword

to take painful but necessary decisions

without compromising the work-life

Cybersecurity, works with academic

– for example, selling the Hugo Boss

balance of its employees – or the

institutions that research cybersecurity to

clothing retail franchise back to Hugo

chief executive.

bring their innovations to market.

Boss in 2011. Moss Bros had invested so

Walker has described his proudest

much capital in Hugo Boss that it had

moment as returning from eight weeks

participation from a remarkable team,

neglected its own core brand, which

of paternity leave and ‘seeing the

including a former head of British

had become old and tired. This was a

company operate better without me’.

intelligence agency MI6, a former

difficult decision, as it meant sacrificing

The ability to hire and inspire the right

chief scientific adviser for national

revenue and profit in the short term.

team so that a business can run without

security and a former UK defence staff

The final outcome, however, was the

micromanagement is a key attribute of a

supremo as advisers and directors for

transformation of Moss Bros from a

top leader, says Jagolinzer.

Crossword Cybersecurity.

near-bankrupt concern to a successful

Ilube excels in his ability to draw

‘Ilube has an unusual combination of
long-term vision and being grounded in

William Shaw,

and growing business.

CEO, Flycana

More recently the board has been

the day-to-day running of the company,’

positioning Moss Bros to exploit

Another Stanford

says Amy Ripley, dean of Cass Business

demand arising from new market

graduate, William

School at City, University of London. ‘He

trends, such as school proms, and

Shaw created

is relatable and great at inspiring loyalty

bespoke tailoring. The company has

Colombia’s first

in his team.’

also expanded its product ranges to
Debbie Hewitt,

low-cost airline

reflect a more casual approach to

VivaColombia (now called Viva Air

formal wear.

Colombia) in 2012.
‘Shaw identified a crucial need in

chairman,
Moss Bros

Tristan Walker,

society,’ says Jagolinzer. ‘In Colombia,

Debbie Hewitt,

CEO, Walker & Co

families are often very emotionally close.

who will soon be

Part of Tristan

But the country is large, and people

stepping down

Walker’s skill as a

often live far away from the right job.

as chairman of

leader has been

William noticed that a lot of people

Moss Bros, led the board through the

to identify a niche

were travelling long hours by bus to

reinvigoration of the struggling fashion

that was being

see their families. He wanted to offer a
faster and affordable flying option.’

retailer. In the fickle clothing industry,

neglected by corporate giants. In 2013

this has required a nimble and open-

the former Wall Street trader created

minded approach.

Walker & Co, with the goal of creating a

first low-cost airline in the Dominican

Currently engaged in building the

‘Proctor & Gamble for people of colour’,

Republic in the shape of Flycana

brand was seen as stale and old-

creating a collection of high-quality

(formerly Dominican Wings), Shaw is ‘a

fashioned,’ says Randall Peterson,

beauty and health products specifically

top example of a leader with a vision to

professor of organisational behaviour at

designed for use by ethnic minorities.

improve society,’ says Jagolinzer ‘and

‘At the time she joined as chair, the

the London Business School. ‘She built

the discipline to create a cost-effective

‘Walker embodies a wide range

a board that embarked on a strategy

of business skills, from identifying

solution in a highly competitive industry

of reinventing the brand, enhancing

strategic opportunities, the ability to

that is very vulnerable to fluctuations in

the core proposition and broadening

communicate a clear vision, and the

fuel prices’.

its ranges, both in hire and retail. The

ability to link his company to a larger

repositioning ensured that the business

social purpose,’ says Jagolinzer.

AB

Dijana Suljovic, journalist
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Celebrating
200,000
members
worldwide
We’ve produced a global wall of
names to mark this milestone featuring
every member across the world.

Find your name on the digital version of the member wall
and share comments with fellow members at

200k.accaglobal.com
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The view from

71%

Mariam Riza ACCA, VP intergenerational consulting,
Wattleshire, Australia, and avid networker

of chief audit executives
I started out as an

In my current role as VP

globally say they

internal auditor in a

for intergenerational

and their functions

telecoms company, but

consulting, I help my clients

have high impact

was fascinated by the

keep abreast of changing

and influence.

relationships between

consumer behaviour

Source: Deloitte

people and departments,

and how work attitudes

so shifted to organisational

and motivations differ

psychology, gaining an MSc

between the generations.

to equip me. I’m interested in the value-

This might mean advising on systems

BDO crypto partner

adding role the accounting profession

and practices, using technology to

BDO Switzerland has entered into

has in business and society.

harness innovation, change and the

a strategic partnership with the

gig economy, or developing systems

Crypto Valley Association, a leading

My career has taken me to Australia

to make sure that knowledge held

global blockchain and cryptographic

via Singapore and Sri Lanka, gaining

within the company is passed on to

technology ecosystem. Werner

the skills, knowledge and experiences

future generations. From my work with

Schiesser, CEO of BDO Switzerland,

I think are needed for a professional

companies, I gain insights into the skills

said: ‘In the long term, blockchain

career. A core base of business acumen,

that will be needed in the future.

will strongly influence and change

strategic vision, technical, social

the processes used by BDO and our

and emotional skills is fundamental,

I work closely with my local ACCA

customers. By partnering with CVA, we

regardless of where you are on the

office to spread this learning and help

can ensure that we are at the forefront

career ladder.

future-proof the careers of my fellow

of this technology.’

accountants. This is what I love about
ACCA has helped me gather these

my job. With an eye on the future,

BKD expands

skills and experiences. Its offering

concern for the people in our profession

US accounting firm BKD has expanded

goes way beyond the qualification

and a true passion for business, I see my

through a merger with New York City

itself to thought leadership and the

role in life as helping to create a healthy

firm Loeb & Troper. BKD has 38 offices

development of the accounting

balance between talent re-engagement

in 17 US states, annual revenues of

profession in general.

and the underlying need for business

US$600m and is a member of the Praxity

longevity and continuity.

global network.

I am a strong believer in constant

Deloitte called in

development and having an inner

Old Mutual has appointed Deloitte as

drive. When the odds are against you,

its second auditor, alongside KPMG,

just keep trying to achieve something,

which has been sole auditor to the

however small.

South Africa and UK listed insurer for 19

I help my clients
keep abreast of
changing consumer
behaviour and
how work attitudes
and motivations
differ between
the generations

years. Old Mutual did not respond to a
In my spare time I enjoy networking

request for comment, but was quoted

through social media and meeting up

as saying that the move was in response

with fellow accountants and people

to investigations of KPMG’s behaviour

in all walks of life. This helps build a

in South Africa. KPMG also did not

supportive ecosystem to facilitate the

respond to a request for comment.

change I wish for all accountants.

AB
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Get with the programme
Promotion to partner represents a huge step up, and practices need to define and
develop the leadership skills required for the role, as Derek Smith explains
‘We aren’t doing anything to prepare

some firms’ approach to preparing

previously managed very little beyond

our aspiring partners. Let’s face it –

people for future partnership roles.

a set of files and a series of processes.

they’ve either got it or they haven’t.’

Many candidates neither know what

Even if they are involved in activities such

This was the remarkable response from

the partnership role entails nor the

as appraising their own teams, often this

the senior partner of a five-partner

criteria on which admission to the role

is done with little or no training.

practice when I asked what steps he

is based. While it is hard to define

was taking to address their leadership

roles at a time when firms are going

need to define what is required in a role

problems. Nothing was going to

through fundamental change, this

that is undergoing fundamental change.

change his view that the necessary

lack of information is indicative of the

Certain areas have to be viewed

skills and traits of a successful partner

profession’s historic perception of how

were ‘nature not nurture’.

these matters should be handled.

This is an extreme example, but
this form of rationale still underlies

At the heart of the challenge is the

Essentially, firms need to be seeking
successors who have the necessary
leadership and management qualities
for the role they will be taking on. But all
too often those who aspire to the role,
while described as ‘managers’, have

26
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as givens – for example, technical

But what of emotional intelligence?

skills – but even these have changed

This is the capability of individuals to

Competence clusters

considerably over time, with today’s

recognise their own emotions and those

Aspiring partners should possess a

requirement to embrace the digital

of others, discern between different

combination of some of the following:

age in which firms have to operate. Of

feelings and label them appropriately,

even more significance is the need to

and use emotional information to

develop and enhance the necessary

guide thinking and behaviour. The

leadership skills for the role.

main components are self-awareness,

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

self-regulation, motivation, empathy

Competencies

and social skills. All of these attributes

One of the clear requirements is for

may be vital to partner roles but much

the candidate to possess a number of

goal orientation and focus
transparent integrity
close engagement with people
helicopter vision
resilient resourcefulness
personal ‘horsepower’
resonant communications.

competency clusters, which firms should
self-development. These skills are

be helping their aspirants to develop

learned rather than taught, and personal

and maintain – see panel.
These traits can be developed,
although not necessarily by everyone,
but much depends on the appetite of
the aspirant to take on the role. Often
the decision to promote is based on
the subjective views of the existing
partners. Those making the decisions
might just be seeking to clone their own
personalities and approaches, even

All too often
aspiring partners
have previously
managed very little
beyond a set of
files and a series
of processes

There are a number of well-validated
programmes for measuring IQ and
emotional intelligence, but they are
often misused, and applied without the
necessary training and understanding.
Unless the users are professionally
guided these programmes can become
the wrong way, and established leaders

operate has significantly changed since
At the heart of the dilemma is the

learning process.

blunt instruments that are interpreted in

though the environment in which they
they made partner.

awareness is a key element of the

depends on the nature of the specific

can hold the misguided belief that there

role that firms are seeking to fill.

are rights and wrongs as regards the
outputs. These assessments are not

need to identify the future role of the
individual, which will inevitably change

Testing

about measuring ability but measuring

over time. Candidates need in some

The key questions are how firms can

personality preferences and traits. They

measure the following intelligences:

assess candidates for these attributes

are extremely helpful to the candidates

*
*

cognitive: the ability to reason

and whether such measurement

in developing their self-awareness but

emotional: self-awareness, control,

is helpful in ensuring that aspiring

should not be used as a total measure

empathy

partners will succeed in their leadership

of their suitability or otherwise for a

*
*

spiritual: beliefs and values

and management roles. A number of

potentially ill-defined role.

behavioural: adaptive ability and

firms use IQ assessments covering the

contextual awareness

numerical, verbal and spatial skills of

nothing to prepare their candidates

*

moral: the capacity to identify right

candidates, in some cases together

for their new roles is tantamount to

and wrong, and act accordingly.

with logical reasoning tests. There are

planning for them to fail. If you want

Recent high-profile examples

also established psychometric testing

your team to aspire to the partnership

of inappropriate behaviour and

techniques (such as Myers-Briggs

role, you need to inspire the individuals

professional misdemeanours of senior

and Belbin), which can be helpful in

by showing that the firm is prepared to

leaders in some firms have highlighted

preparing aspiring partners.

invest in their future and not simply to

serious deficiencies in spiritual,

Probably the most important aspect

Firms need to understand that to do

act as if it believes ‘they have either got
it or they haven’t’.

behavioural and moral intelligence.

of all these techniques is that they

Clearly there need to be adequate

help aspiring candidates to recognise

procedures and processes to identify

their strengths and weaknesses

Derek Smith, senior consultant,

and prevent these.

and help them on the journey of

Foulger Underwood

AB
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Crypto confusion
Should crypto assets be classified as money, commodities, tokens or securities?
Georgina Kyriakoudes explains the difficulty in – and need for – correct categorisation

T

he rollercoaster ride of bitcoin and cryptocurrencies

tokens as well as actual cryptocurrencies, but in reality these

has sparked the interest of many investors. However,

crypto assets fulfil different functions and should be categorised

while the price of cryptocurrency is certainly exciting

appropriately. By categorising them as either currencies,

to watch, professionals are recognising it’s the underlying

commodities or tokens, we can start to evaluate their legal, tax
and accounting impact.

innovation – blockchain technology,
and the ideals it encapsulates – that
is revolutionary.
Blockchain could democratise the
distribution of value in the same way
the internet has democratised the
distribution of information. When we
think of this peer-to-peer exchange
of value, we typically think of money,
but the technology can allow any
digital asset to be exchanged in a
decentralised manner.
The term ‘cryptocurrency’ has
been used as a catch-all to refer to

‘Cryptocurrency’
is used to refer to
blockchain-powered
coins and tokens
as well as actual
cryptocurrencies,
but in reality these
crypto assets fulfil
different functions

blockchain-powered native coins and

28

Cryptocurrencies
These aim to be a digital form of
money, meeting the attributes of
a store of value, unit of account
and medium of exchange. That is
not to say that all cryptocurrencies
irrefutably meet these criteria, but
their main purpose is to achieve this
status. Hundreds of cryptocurrencies
now exist, originating with bitcoin,
each providing different attributes
– zcash, for example, offers
privacy guarantees.
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Commodities
These are defined as tradable raw materials that act as the

Regulatory overlap

ingredients for finished products. Commodities are usually

US regulators have tried to define the crypto assets under their

thought of as physical items such as gold or cereals, but we

jurisdiction, but their different interpretations merely add to

increasingly rely on digital materials – ie computing power,

the general uncertainty about how to define such assets.

storage capacity and bandwidth – to support our activities and
the creation of goods, and these have themselves become a

Regulator

Position

US Securities and
Exchange Commission

Although a cryptocurrency is
not a security, many ICOs are
regulated as private placement
securities

Commodity Futures
Trading Commission

Virtual currencies are ‘goods’
exchanged in a market for a
uniform quality and value, and
fall well within the common
definition of ‘commodity’

Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network

A developer exchanging tokens
(via an ICO or exchange) for
‘another type of value that
substitutes for currency’ is a
money transmitter

Internal Revenue Service

For federal tax purposes, virtual
currency is treated as property

form of commodity. For instance, to store healthcare records
on a blockchain-based system, a platform may require ether
to power its Ethereum-based smart contracts, filecoin to
purchase digital storage, and golem for computer power.

Tokens
These are used for end-user applications. They offer consumers
access to, and use of, the digital platform or product, and are
often called utility tokens. Steemit is a social media platform
which rewards users with steem tokens for creating and
curating content. Users vote on which content is most valued
on the basis of one steem token, one vote. Hence the more
contribution a user makes to the system by curating content,
the more influence they have over which content is highly rated.
The rise of initial coin offerings (ICOs) is synonymous with
their tokens even before the product has been developed. The
theory goes that purchasers will later use their tokens on the

US state of Wyoming has issued five blockchain-related bills,

platform and become part of the community. (See also ACCA’s

including one that excludes utility tokens as commodities or

report, ICOs: real deal or token gesture? at bit.ly/ACCA-ICOs.)

securities. Lithuania has introduced ICO regulation, and Belarus

However, in practice, purchasers are often buying the

has issued national accounting standards for digital tokens.

token to invest in an early-stage venture. The emergence

CPD

crypto tokens. ICOs allow startups to raise funds by selling

However, most regulators are still pondering how to define

of sophisticated secondary markets for trading such tokens

and treat crypto assets, and their public statements can be

further implies this, so while the tokens do not have the

as confusing as they are helpful. This uncertainty and lack of

traditional aspects of a security, such as the right to vote or

clarity is illustrated in the positions taken on crypto-assets by

receive a dividend, regulators are treating them as such.

the different US regulators (see box).

In the US, the Howey test is used to define whether an

While there is a drive towards clarity of regulation, a

asset should fall under securities law. An asset is classed as

fundamental grasp of crypto assets is needed to ensure

a security if a person ‘makes an investment of money in a

the substance of each type of asset is properly understood.

common enterprise with the expectation of profits from a third

Regulators must act to protect citizens under their jurisdiction

party’. Some tokens present themselves as security tokens,

without stifling innovation. The industry needs to be involved,

with limited related rights such as a dividend, but many coins

either through self-regulation or by advising governments to

masquerade as utility tokens simply to avoid regulatory burden.

publish appropriate frameworks. Countries that respond with
flexibility and openness may end up the winners in bringing

No single class

about true blockchain innovation and adoption.

AB

While categorising crypto assets could vastly clarify the
regulatory implications, new crypto assets don’t fit cleanly

Georgina Kyriakoudes FCCA, professional training manager,

into one class. Assets may even move from one category to

Blockchain Initiative at the University of Nicosia, Cyprus

another – for example, from a security token at ICO stage to a
utility token once a platform has been launched.
Although few countries have created legally binding
regulatory frameworks, some attempts have been made. The

More information
Get CPD units by answering questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Destination UAE
TMF Group, in association with ACCA, looks at the big issues that are facing
businesses planning to set up or expand in the United Arab Emirates

T

he United Arab Emirates (UAE) is a magnet for

business ownership. Free zone companies are limited in

business thanks to its ultra-low tax environment,

what they can do on the UAE mainland (ie outside the free
zones) but can operate freely everywhere else.

reputable regulation and convenient time zone. Over

the past 20 years the seven emirates that make up the UAE
have become a major international hub for business.
There is no corporate or personal tax in the UAE and
no limits on the repatriation of capital or profits. Until very

*

Onshore jurisdiction. Onshore jurisdictions refer to any
part of the UAE not within a free zone. They are subject to
federal laws and regulations, with regulating and authority
bodies under the Ministry of Economy in each emirate.

recently it was one of the least complex jurisdictions for doing

‘The most common company types in onshore jurisdictions

business, with minimal admin, compliance and forms. Of the

are representative office, branch office and limited liability

94 jurisdictions analysed by TMF Group’s Financial Complexity

company [LLC],’ says Williams. ‘An LLC requires a 51% local

Index in 2017, the UAE was ranked least complex for tax and

UAE shareholder; a branch or representative office requires

accounting compliance and described as ‘among the least

a local service agent as the point of contact with local

complex nations in the world’.

authorities. Being based onshore allows you to do business
anywhere in the UAE.’

Free zones

Other challenges are more practical. ‘Getting the right staff

Any complexity that did exist in the UAE, the index report

visas can be complicated, and there is still a heavy reliance

added, was a result of the free zones. There are more than

on paper – a graduate applying for a job will need to show

40 free zones in the UAE, half of

their degree certificate,’ says

them in Dubai, with each catering

Lindsay Degouve De Nuncques,

to a specific business category. The

head of ACCA Middle East. ‘But

best known are Dubai International

underpinning all this is a real desire

Financial Centre (DIFC), Abu Dhabi

within the UAE to be open for
international business.’

Global Market (ADGM), Dubai Multi
Commodities Centre (DMCC), Ras
Al Khaimah Free Trade Zone (RAK)
and Jebel Ali Free Zone (Jafza). All
have their own licensing authority,
regulations, fee structure and
capital requirements.
‘Companies looking to operate
in or from the UAE, or that have

‘The UAE
remains one of
the less complex
jurisdictions globally
for accounting and
tax compliance’

employees based there, must

The UAE’s reputation for business
simplicity, though, has shifted over
the past year. In January, the UAE
and Saudi Arabia became the first
members of the six-nation Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) to
implement the terms of a treaty to

register a legal entity,’ says

introduce VAT at a rate of 5% on

Stephanie Williams, legal and governance director for TMF

many goods and services. The agreement lets members issue

Group in the Middle East. ‘Every company active in the

their own national VAT legislation and determine specific VAT

country requires a company licence, which is linked to the

rules in certain areas.

registered activity of the entity.’
In general, there are two options when setting up an

30

The VAT hit

VAT registration is compulsory for UAE-based businesses
with over 375,000 Emirati dirham (about US$102,000) of

operational entity in the UAE:

taxable supplies and imports, but optional for businesses with

*

Free trade zone. There is no UAE-national shareholder or

over 187,500 Emirati dirham of taxable supplies and imports.

split ownership requirement for companies setting up in

VAT returns must be filed electronically within 28 days of

a free zone – a foreign entity or individual can have 100%

the end of each tax period (quarterly for businesses with a
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The Abu Dhabi Global Market is one of 40 free zones
in the UAE, all of which have their own regulations.
turnover of less than 150m Emirati dirham, monthly for those
with a higher turnover).
VAT income will help the UAE government reduce its

‘The adjustment period for companies operating in the UAE
– and Saudi Arabia – is very much ongoing,’ Wheeler adds.
‘Based on the VAT compliance struggles we continue to see

revenue dependence on oil and other hydrocarbons. Studies

with companies six months since implementation, the biggest

suggest VAT will contribute 1.2%–1.6% of GDP in its first year.

recommendation we can give is for companies to partner with

But its introduction, following the introduction of excise on

local experts so that they can focus on their core operations.’

carbonated drinks, energy drinks and tobacco in 2017, has also

Despite the new complexity, Degouve De Nuncques

made the UAE a more complex jurisdiction for businesses.

stresses the UAE’s business-friendly credentials. ‘Once you are

The UAE rose from 92nd in TMF Group’s Financial Complexity

established as a business, the ongoing reporting requirements

Index (the higher the ranking, the more complex the business

are quite simple, although the introduction of VAT and excise

environment) in 2017 to 74th this year. ‘VAT is a big step away

duty has increased that obligation,’ she says. ‘But VAT has also

from the UAE’s reputation as a tax-free paradise,’ declares the

introduced greater expectations around business, and made

2018 report. Jonathan Wheeler, TMF Group’s regional director,

financial regulation and finance functions more robust. VAT

Middle East and Africa, explains: ‘VAT is a fundamental change

introduction has been a catalyst for much broader financial

to the way businesses operate locally. The transaction tax

transformation in the UAE, and that is a very positive move.’

AB

is embedded in virtually all functions of a company – from
sales contracts to accounting and bookkeeping – so it is

Liz Fisher, journalist

an important one for businesses to document and report
correctly. However, the UAE remains one of the less complex
jurisdictions globally for accounting and tax compliance – and a

The direction of VAT in the UAE

very attractive market for business.’

TMF Group’s Financial Complexity Index (FCI) looks at the

The GCC’s VAT Framework Treaty will also be implemented

complexities of maintaining tax and accounting compliance in

in Oman, Qatar and Bahrain (most likely from 2019). Until

94 jurisdictions worldwide. The 2018 edition predicts that after

that happens, special rules for inter-GCC transactions apply,

VAT has been implemented in all GCC countries, the next step

adding huge amounts of complexity to the way businesses

for the UAE will be to raise the rate from its current 5%.

operate in the region.
Content sponsored by TMF Group, which offers in-country expertise and knowledge to help
businesses expand within and beyond their home markets. tmf-group.com
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Follow the leader
In business, good teamwork is vital to success. Yet even great teams need great
leadership if they are to thrive. Nicola Davies explores the latest research

A

truly charismatic leader can take a company and

developing a global approach. Their characteristics, personality

make it iconic. Think of Steve Jobs and Apple; Jobs

and management style played a great part in who they became

was not as technically savvy as co-founder Steve

as global leaders. But the international and cultural business

Wozniak, but it is Jobs we associate with the brand due to

environment of their company also had an influence. She says

his remarkable presentation skills and inspiring persona.

that US leaders, who were used to indirect feedback, learned

In The Nature of Leadership, edited by John Antonakis

to handle direct feedback ‘without much sugar-coating, while

and David V. Day, charismatic leaders are defined as ‘revered

German executives in Turkey learned that networking and

by followers who show loyalty and devotion to the leader’s

building friendly relationships was much more important in

cause’. However, research demonstrates that while charisma

progressing business compared to their home country’.

can be an effective leadership trait, ego can get in the way
of organisational competence and significantly reduce a

Kilicgedik also points to the importance in shaping global
mindset of having support systems – the methods that global

leader’s effectiveness. ‘It seems

leaders choose ‘to stay emotionally

that highly charismatic leaders

balanced in such a complex and

overestimate what they can do

fast-moving environment’. She found

and underestimate their limits, the
risks, and the complex tangle of
involvements,’ according to the
article ‘The Double-Edged Sword
of Leader Charisma’, published in
the Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology earlier this year, which
also argues that leaders with more
moderate levels of charisma tend to
be more effective.

An effective leader
can prove their
mettle in times of
crisis if they are
able to improvise,
brainstorm and
problem-solve
effectively

Time to go global

were important to them. Indeed,
she believes future research could
focus on how leaders can maintain
these support systems, as well as
how these systems help them deal
with stress and increase cultural and
self-awareness.

Off-the-cuff skills
An effective leader can prove their
mettle in times of crisis if they are
able to improvise, brainstorm and

In an age of increased globalisation
and international connectedness, leadership is becoming

problem-solve effectively. Chartered psychologist Julia Knight,

more of a global responsibility. Deniz Kilicgedik, industrial and

director at UK consultancy DEJA People and co-author of

organisational psychologist, defines a global mindset as being

Listen! Say Yes! Commit! believes that improvisational skills

mostly concerned with the ability to lead in a multinational,

can be highly beneficial in a fast-moving and uncertain world.

borderless and virtual business world. ‘Leaders with a global

‘The VUCA (volatility, uncertainty, complexity and ambiguity)

mindset are flexible and can deal with the disruptions that come

environment of the 21st century requires leaders to be flexible

with technology and globalisation. They can combine different

and adaptive in the moment, and improvisation skills can

viewpoints, lead teams with different cultural backgrounds, and

support the development of an authentic leadership style that

show cultural as well as self-awareness.’ She adds that mindset

supports that,’ she says.

in leaders is mostly distinguished by the ability to sustain global

Knight also emphasises that improvisation skills need to

integration and local responsiveness. ‘They integrate their

be practised regularly for real workplace change to take

company’s global outlook on the product or brand and also

place. She recommends regular sessions in small groups

provide to the local demands of individual countries.’

or individually. With improvisation skills, taking actions to find

So, how can leaders develop a global mindset? Kilicgedik’s
research found that each leader had their own way of

32

that social ties and relationships

a solution to a crisis can become normal practice and prevent
future difficulties.
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Steve Jobs’ inspiring persona helped Apple to become
an iconic brand, but highly charismatic leaders often
underestimate their limits.

Voice pitch

knowledge and competence. Commanding attention is a

Numerous studies have found that using a lower pitch of voice

necessary aspect of being an effective leader and learning to

– whether you are male or female – conveys a greater sense

use your voice effectively can be another tool for success. It is

of authenticity and authority. So, if you want to be an effective

worth considering your tone when communicating with those

leader, is it worth taking measures to adjust the way you

you want to lead or inspire; what are you trying to convey to

speak? Research suggests this may be the way to go.

them and does your tone achieve this?

People with voices that have a lower pitch are perceived to

In a world that has seen seismic shifts in the way business

have more authority and dominance, while those speaking at

is conducted, leaders are expected to do more than simply

higher pitch are perceived as less competent or trustworthy.

issue orders. They need to show that they are people first,

However, those speaking at a higher pitch can also be

leaders second, and that they can adapt and cope in an

perceived as more charismatic, indicating that people will

uncertain world.

AB

make conclusions about voice pitch depending on what
attributes they’re looking for, such as charm or charisma versus

Dr Nicola Davies, psychologist
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Leadership lessons
Ethical values, vision and an understanding of what it means to fail: senior finance
leaders from around the world share their thoughts on key skills for the top
Marios Skandalis FCCA

Dato’ Merina Abu Tahir FCCA

‘Professional accountants are well

‘Integrity and honesty are the most

placed through their training to evolve

important qualities of a good leader;

into good leaders. But unless the core

those with a strong ethical compass will

values of ethics are present, it is like

lead successfully. Other characteristics

attempting to build a house without

include creativity, innovation, passion

any foundations.
‘Ethical values cannot be acquired through rigorous training

and compassion, and being a great
communicator. A good leader also has clear vision,

or tutoring. Unless a professional accountant comprehends

the ability to inspire, and the courage to direct and be

the real value behind integrity and transparency, and lives

accountable even in dire conditions.’

by them, then these will not drive their behaviour, which will

Head of internal audit, Malaysia Airlines and president,

eventually drive their corporate performance.

ACCA Malaysia Advisory Committee

‘A successful professional accountant is one who always
adheres to a code of conduct, whereas a true leader is one

Fayez Choudhury

who lives to the principles of a code of ethics. The former

‘Leadership has three broad

simply pushes for accomplishment of a set of corporate

elements and characteristics.

objectives, whereas the latter inspires success through acting

First is vision and creativity:

and behaving rightly and honestly.

what opportunities could this

‘A successful professional accountant will ensure

organisation grasp?

they successfully deliver what is expected, whereas

‘Second is courage: trying to do

a true leader will eventually crystallise a breakthrough

new things or behaving differently, positioning yourself for

which will remain as a hallmark in the evolution of the

a projected future, dealing with ambiguity – a leader has

accounting profession.’

to be willing to run risks.

Director of group compliance, Bank of Cyprus

‘Third, at a lofty level, is to inspire; at a more prosaic
level, to influence and persuade people that your vision is

Felix Mutati FCCA

worth pursuing. It can be lonely to act on a vision; you need

‘You are not ready for leadership

people with you to make the vision happen.’

until you have first mastered the

CEO, International Federation of Accountants (see also

contours of failure. The most inspiring

interview on page 12)

leaders are those who show us their
ability to tenaciously overcome

Brian Ierland FCCA

failures and motivate their people

‘Leadership is helping people on

to succeed against the grain.

a journey, often when they don’t

‘Leadership is not about managing grand projects or the

feel confident of the route. It is

preservation of one’s own image, but about developing

recognising their individual needs to

people and celebrating their creativity and diversity. Only

help them move.

then can we incubate the greatest ideas and express the
grandest designs.
‘I learned a lot about leadership from Nelson Mandela; his

34

‘As leaders we set direction – some
call it vision – and then take people with us. And that can
be difficult, not because of a lack of willingness but because

long walk epitomised the idea that after climbing a great hill

you are dealing with ambiguity. Often there is no right or

one discovers there are many more to climb.’

wrong answer.’

Minister of works and supply, Zambia

FD of air division, BAE Systems

AB
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What drives innovators
Social responsibility is increasingly important to entrepreneurs and consumers,
and developments in various forms of technology are vital to innovators’ growth

Social responsibility a major goal

Social networking the tech tool of choice

Entrepreneurs attribute great importance to social

Entrepreneurs say that social media is the most important

responsibility, according to the Economist Intelligence

tool for bridging global markets.

Unit’s report on what drives today’s innovators. It surveyed
505 entrepreneurs and 538 consumers aged 25–50, drawn

What is the most important tech advance for your sector?

50%

equally from North America, South America, Europe, Asia

46%

39%

Pacific and the Middle East/India/Africa.

66%

believe social responsibility is
essential to business success

64%

believe it involves trade-offs

51%

Social
media

Consumers agree, with the majority
valuing social responsibility when
choosing products or services
of enterpreneurs would pass
up at least one major business
growth opportunity in order to
be socially responsible

Mobile
payments

Software-based
automation

More information

60%

of consumers would purchase
from a socially responsible business
even if it cost more

The Economist Intelligence Unit’s What’s really driving
today’s young innovators? A look at the values and visions
that will matter most is available at bit.ly/innovator-drivers

Top tech predictions diverge
Entrepreneurs and consumers forecast different technology futures.
Consumers think artificial intelligence
will be most important technology in
their lives within five years
2017

Entrepreneurs think that social media
will remain the most important
technology in five years’ time

2022

2017

2022

Key
Social media
Artificial intelligence

1

Mobile payments

2

Software automation

3

Big data/advance analytics

4

Robotic automation

5

Biotechnology

6

Augmented and virtual reality

7

3D printing

8
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Leading in the digital age
The modern age is a game-changer for business and promises to transform
the role of leaders and the qualities demanded of them

36
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O

ne of the remarkable things about leadership is

professionals across the world, found that digital leadership

how little the underlying theory of it has changed

skills are becoming critical; companies with the most digitally

for centuries. In around 580 BC, the Chinese

capable leaders financially outperform the average by 50%.

philosopher Laozi wrote: ‘A leader is best when people

‘No matter what business function you work in,’ it states,

barely know he exists. When his work is done, his aim

‘leaders today need to understand the impact of technology

fulfilled, they will say: we did it ourselves.’ More than 2,000

on their business. You don’t have to be a technical expert,

years later, Napoleon Bonaparte, the emperor of France, said

but you do need to be able to predict both opportunities and

that ‘a leader is a dealer in hope’. And just a few years ago

potential negative effects of technology.’

leadership guru Warren Bennis declared: ‘Leadership is the

The rise of soft leadership

capacity to translate vision into reality.’
The modern age, though, is a game-changer for businesses

It is already clear that some of the must-have attributes for

and their leaders. The combination of globalisation, rapid

leaders are being amplified by the digital age. The driving

technological development and the emergence of data and

force is the impact of automation, artificial intelligence (AI)

knowledge as the ultimate currency is changing everything.

and machine learning in the workplace. An article in Harvard

Entirely new business models are emerging and organisations

Business Review argues that AI ‘will supplant many aspects of

becoming less hierarchical. Innovation and ideas can be born

the “hard” elements of leadership’, such as the raw cognitive

anywhere – the most important point

processing of facts and information’.

is that organisations have the ability

It will put a greater emphasis on the

to encourage their development and

soft elements of leadership, it says,

recognise the best of them.
Arguably, competent leadership
is the most important skill of all
in the digital age. It is important
because this is a rapidly evolving,
messy, risky, unpredictable time
and none of us can be sure where
technological development will
take us. In such an environment,
outstanding leaders are the most
important currency there is.

‘You don’t have
to be a technical
expert, but you do
need to be able to
predict both the
opportunities and
potential negative
effects of technology’

So what are the qualities that
leaders need in the digital age?

concluding that ‘certain qualities,
such as deep domain expertise,
decisiveness, authority and shortterm task focus, are losing their
cachet, while others… are likely to
play a key role in more agile types
of leadership.’
This view was confirmed by ACCA
research Professional accountants
– the future, which identifies the
‘emotional quotient’ as one of the
seven key qualities that professional
accountants will need in the future.

Are they so different from the qualities we have seen in

And a joint report from CA ANZ and PwC, The Future of

leaders until now?

Talent: Opportunities Unlimited, highlights an increasing

The attributes that theorists believe are essential in a good

need for soft skills rather than technical skills. ‘Business

leader inevitably shift over time, but a few core qualities

leaders identified communication and problem-solving skills,

are consistently at the top of any list. A leader’s personality

collaboration, adaptability and agility, creativity and resilience

has always been and will always be predominant; meta-

as crucial to success in the coming decade,’ explains Lee

analysis of academic studies carried out over the past 50

Whitney, chief transformation officer at CA ANZ.

years has suggested that specific personality traits, including

He continues: ‘Leaders have realised that emerging

emotional stability and curiosity, are twice as important as

technology will increasingly take over complex technical tasks

IQ in predicting the effectiveness of a leader. Then there

and, as a result, the capacity of leaders to innovate, inspire

are the behavioural traits that help leaders to deliver results:

and engage is coming to the fore. Preparing for the future is

motivational skills, team building and emotional intelligence,

not just about learning new technologies but about adopting

as well as that elusive and hard-to-define quality, charisma.

an attitude to change and innovation that allows for rolling

But in addition to these core requirements, new qualities
are increasingly in demand. The Global Leadership Forecast

technology and process changes.’
The automation of the workplace is having wider

2018, jointly published by DDI, the Conference Board and EY,

implications for leadership, as employees increasingly look

which integrates data from more than 28,000 leaders and HR

to business leaders for guidance and reassurance about the
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future of the workplace and of their jobs. PwC’s 21st Annual
CEO Survey: The Anxious Optimist in the Corner Office found

Must-have skills for future leaders

that 67% of CEOs believe they have a responsibility to retrain

Critical leadership skills identified as vital for the future include

employees whose jobs are automated out of existence.

the following:

Trust between company and customer has reached new
levels of importance. According to the Edelman Trust

*

Barometer, 69% of respondents believe that the most
important role of a CEO is to build trust in their company,
and 72% of respondents said they trust their employer to do

Adaptability. On an individual level, adaptability means
being open to new ideas and willing to change your mind
even when doing so might threaten the ego of a leader.

*

Vision. A clear vision for the organisation becomes even
more important in the digital world when business models

the right thing. Richard Edelman says in his introduction to

are constantly disrupted and short-term uncertainty is

this year’s barometer report: ‘Nearly two-thirds say they want

high. The huge digital multinationals of the age all have

CEOs to take the lead on policy change instead of waiting for

vision (or mission) statements that are reasonably specific,

government, which now ranks significantly below business in

while leaving wiggle-room for future initiatives.

trust in most markets.’
But trust in leaders can be damaged easily. At this year’s

*

Humility. Recognising what you don’t know as a leader
is as valuable as knowing what you do. In the digital age,

World Economic Forum in Davos, internet entrepreneur Marc

knowledge can come from anywhere – and often from

Benioff, CEO of the cloud company Salesforce, criticised

someone 20 years younger than the leader or three levels

the autocratic style displayed by the leaders of some new

down the organisational hierarchy – so leaders need to

technology companies. ‘What is the most important to you?’

be humble about the contributions of others and open

Benioff asked the sector. ‘Is it trust or is it growth? Because if

to seeking input from everyone and everywhere, inside

anything trumps trust, then you are in trouble.’

and outside the organisation. Humility is an evolution of a

So what does all this mean for finance leaders? Certainly

leader’s need to keep learning.

the demands placed on those in
business and the public sector are
the opportunity is essential,’ says

already on a pathway to change –
and this begins with the way in which
the role of accountants generally is
shifting. ACCA’s Drivers of change
and future skills report points out
that ‘all professional accountants
will be expected to look beyond
the numbers’ in the future. They will
need to collaborate, and partner
with people in other parts of the
business and outside the business,
interpret and explain the numbers,

Finance
leaders have an
unprecedented
opportunity to drive
business growth as
core contributors to
the adoption of new
technologies

professional insights.
The fundamental finance skills
required of CFOs will not change,
which is why qualifications such
as ACCA’s will always be relevant.
What is changing – and rapidly – is
the context in which these skills
are being applied. Changes to the
ACCA Qualification – notably the
Strategic Business Leader case
study – are designed to recognise

provide insight and information, help

the new demands.

organisations to achieve short-term
goals and longer-term objectives, think and behave more

Maggie McGhee, ACCA’s director of

The leadership handbook for professional accountants

strategically and become more involved in decision-making

across the world is being updated, but not entirely rewritten,

than ever before.

to make sure finance professionals have the leadership skills to

Finance leaders will also need to understand how to rapidly

guide their organisations forward in the digital age.

AB

apply new technology. This is underscored in a recent ACCA
report, The race for relevance: technology opportunities
for the finance function. CFOs have an unprecedented
opportunity to drive business growth as core contributors to
the adoption of new technologies. If they don’t embrace this,
says the report, they risk losing competitiveness and relevance.
‘In this corporate race for future relevance, recognising

38

Liz Fisher, journalist
More information
Read more about ACCA’s Strategic Business Leader
module in the ACCA section of this edition, and at
accaglobal.com/thefuture
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Learning to lead
ACCA members met recently to share their views on what leadership is, what changing
business models mean for it, and the skills leaders need now and in the future

W

hat makes a good leader? Are leaders born
or made? The context within which leaders
operate may be constantly changing, but these

Pitching it right
See the video on authentic leadership from our talent doctor
Rob Yeung at bit.ly/Y-authentic

questions are ones that are always asked.
Leadership remains frustratingly difficult to define, and each

transformational and transactional. Some people need

of the participants in an AB roundtable discussion picked

transformational leadership – they need a visionary leader in

out different but complementary elements. ‘A leader is not a

the mould of Winston Churchill or Barack Obama, someone to

leader without followers,’ says Melanie Proffitt, ACCA Council

paint a picture of the future for them. Transactional leadership

member and CFO of hotel group Farncombe Estate, ‘so the

is about performing tasks, and when it comes to tasks the devil

biggest thing for me is influence – the ability to influence

is in the detail. You need someone to provide that detail.’

and inspire others.’ For Jenny Gu, ACCA vice president and

‘The situational context is important,’ agrees Proffitt.

COO of luxury goods company Richemont China, leadership

‘Essential leadership skills are different in different situations.

is about setting direction: ‘It’s about strategy. And there is no

Leadership styles used in one context, such as the directive

strategy without execution. So the leader sets the direction,

leadership style of the military, don’t work as well in others.’

and then rallies the people and resources to deliver it.’
‘Context is vital,’ says Joseph Owolabi, ACCA Council

The leadership skills needed in modern business have been
a matter of intense discussion at ACCA. The changes to the

member and director at PwC Australia. ‘The two types of

professional qualification – in particular, the new Strategic

contemporary leadership we talk about most often are

Business Leader case study (see the ACCA section of this
edition) and Ethics and Professional Skills module – are

The roundtable (from left): Jenny Gu, Joseph Owolabi,
Melanie Proffitt and Stephen Fitzgerald

designed to prepare ACCA members for leadership roles in a
rapidly changing world.
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Who is your leadership role model?

the traditional archetype. ‘When I took over my first FD role,’

Melanie Proffitt: ‘People who have come from adversity

says Stephen Fitzgerald, interim FD of The Royal Borough of

inspire me, such as Nelson Mandela. He integrated a divided

Kingston upon Thames and chair of ACCA UK’s public sector

country with so much to recover from. His ability to forgive

panel, ‘I was following a very charismatic leader and felt

those who had imprisoned him and to sit around the table with

pressure to be the same. But what he did really didn’t work for

people who had treated him so badly was inspiring.’

me. It’s important to work to your own personal style.’

Stephen Fitzgerald: ‘One of the best studies in leadership

All participants stressed that the essential elements of

comes from Shakespeare’s Henry V. When things are going

leadership can be acquired, with work. ‘I know someone who

well, leadership is quite easy. Agincourt wasn’t going well

is vey inspirational as a leader, but when they started out they

– the English were outnumbered and unwell. It’s a great

were terrible at public speaking,’ says Gu. ‘The skillset can

example of a leader turning around a hopeless situation

be learned.’ What is vital, adds Proffitt, is that you have that

through their intervention.’

drive to learn and acquire the skills you need – and sustain

Joseph Owolabi: ‘Steve Jobs. He didn’t have the best start

that development throughout your career. You do need that

in life and people didn’t like him, but he changed our lives.

inherent desire to succeed. I would add that you never see a

He didn’t know as much about technology as others, but he

successful sportsperson or team without a coach, so why don’t

painted a shared objective and vision that inspired the people

we do that more in business? Coaching has a big part to play.’

around him. And he revolutionised a lot of industries.’

The roundtable four stress that leadership does not

Jenny Gu: ‘Gandhi’s approach was so different from anything

necessarily mean reaching the very top of an organisation.

else that had been seen before. His ability to persuade

Leaders are present at every level of a business and

was extraordinary. He was visionary but went beyond that,

professional accountants are being called upon, more and

and delivered on it. It’s your legacy as a leader that people

more, to fulfil that role. ‘Accountants aren’t people who sit in

remember, and his is unparalleled.’

rooms with calculators any more,’ is how Proffitt puts it.
For Fitzgerald, the new ACCA Qualification modules are
an important step forward for finance professionals. ‘If you

Acquiring the skills

are really good at finance, people just see you as someone

For our participants, this is a reflection of the fact that

who is really good at finance and try to keep you in a box.

leadership can be taught and learned. ‘For years people

The difficulty for people like that is crossing over into a

thought that unless you were born with it, you could not be

management position; the better you are at finance, the

a leader,’ says Owolabi. ‘It had to be in the blood. That has

bigger a handicap it can be, and we needed to address that.’

changed drastically. It’s interesting to see how many leadership
skills are now being learned in the classroom.’
Some people, of course, are lucky enough to be born

40

The necessary qualities
So what are the most important skills for a modern

with charisma – or whatever it is that persuades people to

business leader? A number of suggestions fly around the

listen to them. But that is not to say that charisma cannot

room: empathy, courage, emotional intelligence, intuition,

be approximated. In their careers, most of the roundtable

accountability, a degree of humility. For every participant,

participants have come across leaders who do not match

though, the one absolutely essential quality is integrity.
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‘The behavioural traits that leaders need will always be

business leaders are likely to be delegated to computers in

relevant, especially integrity,’ says Owolabi. ‘People will always

the future – although a recent KPMG study found that 67%

respond to that. We need to trust leaders.’

of CEOs have overlooked insights provided by data analytics

‘Integrity is critical,’ agrees Gu. ‘You can be a visionary leader
but send people in the wrong direction, and that’s dangerous.

in the past three years because they contradicted their own
experience or intuition.

That is why the ACCA’s focus on ethics is so important.’
And then there are the softer skills, particularly

Words of advice

communication and presentation skills. ‘Stakeholders have

So what advice is there for any financial professional who has

different priorities and perspectives, and leaders have to

ambitions to move into a leadership role? ‘It’s important to

communicate differently with each,’ explains Gu. ‘Similarly,

remember there is no one route towards a CFO or CEO role,’

leaders need to modify their approach to make sure it

says Gu. ‘It’s about motivation, the right skillset, and also

continues to be effective as more

about the right experience. If you

and more millennials flow into

have the desire and the ability, you

the workplace. Dictatorship and

will get there. The advantage we

directive leadership simply don’t
work in this world.’
The subject of communication also
arises in the context of increasing
automation, which Proffitt feels is the
biggest change for leaders. She says:
‘Social media and the flat structure of
modern companies means that the
communication skills leaders must
have are very different from before.’
The message, too, will be critical.

‘Members and
students should
remember that
being an excellent
finance professional
and leader goes
well beyond the
core skillset’

‘Artificial intelligence will create

we have end-to-end visibility of how
an organisation operates.’
‘ACCA has done a lot of
research into the skills that
finance professionals need,’ adds
Owolabi. ‘It shows that language
skills, mobility, team working
and emotional intelligence are
all important. It’s not just about
technical prowess any more – but all
things being equal, some traits will

opportunities, but it will also change
and destroy jobs,’ Proffitt adds. ‘Leaders need to be able to

have as financial professionals is that

help you get there faster.’
‘Of all the qualities we’ve talked about today, leadership is

articulate that and take people on that journey. Leadership

not just one single thing,’ concludes Gu. ‘Our members and

now is all about managing that transition.’ Owolabi adds

students should remember that being an excellent finance

that the proliferation of social media means leaders are also

professional and leader goes well beyond the core skillset. It’s

being questioned and scrutinised much more than before,

important that we all take the initiative in learning the other

‘What we are seeing is a much more collaborative approach to

things we need, to take opportunities when they come up, to

leadership,’ he says.

learn as much as we can.’

AB

Leaders will also need to have a powerful analytical
capability. More and more decisions traditionally taken by

Liz Fisher, journalist
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Lead the advance
The final article in a series by ACCA in collaboration with PwC looks at how
CFOs can help their businesses grow and create competitive advantage

C

FOs need to take a leading role in ensuring
their organisation can thrive in this digital world.
Technology in itself doesn’t provide all the

answers. While the finance function should consider new

Digging deeper
All articles in the digital CFO series are at bit.ly/ACCA-PwCdigi. See also the webinar at bit.ly/ACCA-digiCFO-webinar
and listen to the podcast at bit.ly/ACCA-reports.

ways to use it – starting with understanding what kinds of
analysis colleagues require, what they want to achieve and

forward-looking and excited by digital opportunities, other

what insights they need to support their decision-making

members of the finance team will be more likely to do the same.

– it is important to align these activities to the overall

To play a leading role in value creation, CFOs need to
develop a finance team strongly

business strategy.
The finance team will also need to
start moving away from its traditional
role of reporting historic data and
shift to producing forward-looking,
dynamic forecasts while taking riskaverse positions towards commercial
opportunities.
CFOs need to create the time,
space and atmosphere to develop
a culture that focuses on support
for future value creation. This could
mean automating processes to free
up time for complex analysis and

connected to the business – one

When rapid
response is
important, using
whatever data you
have now may be
more useful than
using absolutely
accurate data in six
months’ time

creating an environment where it is
OK to fail – where it is understood

that fully understands the business
strategy, customer needs, risks and
opportunities. They also need to
consider how finance can become
a real business partner. Many have
done so only superficially – perhaps
adopting a new name or changing
the organisation structurally – but
this won’t necessarily have delivered
the desired value.
Improving connectivity may mean
enhancing systems and processes,
and communications between finance
and the business, to focus on value

that valid, risk-based analysis could still lead to some decisions

creation, opportunity assessment or risk-based analysis. It might

that do not deliver the value anticipated.

mean spending more time on exploring what the numbers

Culture change starts at the top. If the CFO is seen to be

mean rather than just reporting them.
There there is the need to identify measures of business that

Things to work on

*
*
*

allow CFOs to track progress and gauge whether what they
are doing is helping the organisation to grow. These measures

Work with senior colleagues to identify the strategy

need to support the real-time assessment of current strategies

needed to succeed in a digital world and the integral part

while offering forward-looking insights into the impact of the

that finance can play in this.

finance team’s current actions.

Create a more forward-looking model that helps the

Determining the right measures will require the CFO

finance function to be more connected to the business.

to initiate conversations across the business about what

Identify measures that allow you to track progress and

information decision-makers really value, and then getting the

gauge whether you are helping the organisation grow.

finance team to analyse the data to generate useful insights

*

Build a finance team that contains the necessary skills,

quickly. New data capture and analysis systems may be needed.

*

Constantly explore and adopt new technologies to help

with data that could contain some inaccuracies. When rapid

you transform how finance operates.

response and proactive decision-making are important, using

experience and cultural qualities.

Finance teams may also need to become more comfortable

whatever data you have now may be more useful than using

42
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absolutely accurate data in six months’ time. Some of this data
may feel less ‘tangible’ than traditional financial metrics – but

and culturally dispersed will change greatly in the future.
However, the finance team must also take account of the

finance functions need to be willing to embrace them if the

strengths and weaknesses that exist across the business. For

business considers they provide value.

example, if business teams already have strong analytical skills

Then there is the need to build a finance team with the skills,
experience and cultural qualities for driving growth based
on the organisation’s collective needs. There are likely to be

embedded, should CFOs be seeking to replicate them within
the finance function?
CFOs need to be open to the potential offered by new

requirements common to all organisations that go beyond

technologies as way of enhancing the effectiveness of the

sound finance qualifications, including those who can speak to

finance team. As new technologies emerge, deciding how to

the business in a language it understands.

adopt them will require careful consideration.

Digitally comfortable

CFOs. The CFO needs to be willing to seize them, and take

A strong presence of ‘digital natives’, who can see the IT

the lead in driving change based on insight and analysis.

This is a time of opportunities – for organisations and for
AB

potential in all its forms, is desirable. The team is also likely to
need robot colleagues, as process automation can cut costs

Jamie Lyon, head of corporate sector for ACCA, in

and drive up processing accuracy. The skills needed for this

collaboration with Brian Furness of PwC, and Jens Madrian

and for working in teams that are increasingly geographically

of Reactive Technnologies
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Feel like a fraud?
The imposter phenomenon affects men and women alike and is not restricted to high
achievers. Rob Yeung explains how building a support network can help
Do you feel that you deserve your
career success? Or do you ever think
of yourself as a fraud who somehow

Building a support network
Watch Dr Rob Yeung’s video on social
support at bit.ly/ACCA-playlist

survives in spite of your weaknesses
and inadequacies?
In the late 1970s, two psychotherapists

students can report such feelings.
In addition, researchers and most

reported seeing a number of women

psychologists prefer the terms imposter

patients who were highly educated

phenomenon and imposterism rather

and objectively successful but deeply

than imposter syndrome, as syndrome

fearful of failure. They wrote: ‘Despite

implies that people either have it or not,

outstanding academic and professional

whereas the reality is that such thoughts

accomplishments, women who

and feelings of imposterism tend to

experience the imposter phenomenon

affect people on a spectrum.

CPD

persist in believing they are really not
bright and have fooled anyone who

Coping with imposterism

thinks otherwise.’

You may find it very difficult to cope

Subsequent research has found that

After all, some of your doubts may

equally. Sonja Rohrmann of Goethe

indeed be warranted – perhaps you do

University, Frankfurt, recently surveyed

have weaknesses in terms of skillset or

242 women and men with an average

behaviour. However, it is likely that some

of 10.7 years’ experience in leadership

or even many of the issues are caused

roles. Some tended to believe that at

by irrational beliefs that exist only in your

times their success was due to luck, and

mind; you may have strengths that you

often thought their colleagues more

are downplaying or failing to recognise.

intelligent than them. Managers with

Some believe that
at times their
success is due to
some kind of luck,
and often think
their colleagues
more intelligent
than them

44

effectively with feelings of imposterism.

such feelings affect women and men

For these reasons, many individuals

stronger feelings of imposterism also

seek the support of other people.

tended to report more work-related

University of Houston researchers Holly

stress and strain, and higher levels of

Hutchins and Hilary Rainbolt found that

unhappiness and anxiety, and feared

people who experienced feelings of

losing the respect of their colleagues.

imposterism often drew upon social

However, the researchers found

support in two ways. One method

no association between imposter

involved asking for what’s known as

phenomenon and gender. In other

instrumental – or practical – support.

words, modern studies of managers

Individuals sought advice and feedback

contradict both the first observations

from knowledgeable colleagues to

in the 1970s and the popular

identify changes they could make to

misconception that women are more

their skills, qualifications or behaviour

affected by imposterism than men.

so that they could be more effective

Another misconception is that

at work. Another strategy involved

imposterism affects only high achievers.

relying on others for emotional support.

Other studies have found that even

Sometimes, people experiencing
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imposterism feared they were

Rob’s talent clinic Q&A

inadequate – even though they were

Q

objectively as strong as their peers.
In these situations, talking through
their worries with sympathetic

I am looking to leave my job
as I feel I was misled about the

nature of the work and the culture

friends helped to reassure them.

within the organisation. How can

Another tactic involved

I avoid finding myself in a similar

correcting cognitive distortions –

situation in the future?

A

their unfounded beliefs that their
work was not good enough. For
example, some people found it
useful to write out lists of their own
accomplishments to remind themselves
of successes.

I have known plenty of senior managers who
start work for new organisations only to feel

disappointed about the reality of working life. It’s worth
reminding yourself that the recruitment and selection process genuinely
does work both ways.
In the early rounds of job interviews, candidates must talk up their strengths and

Hutchins and Rainbolt and other

accomplishments to convince interviewers they can do the job. However, employers

researchers have discovered that some

frequently do the same, selling the organisation’s positive points to entice strong

individuals use what are known as

candidates to join. Unfortunately, interviewers can exaggerate an organisation’s

avoidant coping methods. Some try to

desirability – especially when they suspect a high achiever may have other offers.

ignore thoughts and feelings that they

The next time you are offered a job, do due diligence on the organisation’s culture

are not good enough; others attempt

and the day-to-day realities of the job. Politely insist on spending one-on-one time

to convince themselves – and others

with the key colleagues you would be interacting with. The more senior your role, the

– that their work no longer matters to

more leverage you have to make this happen.
Ideally, get each of those key colleagues away from the office, perhaps for a coffee

engaging in distracting behaviour such

or a drink after work. Then ask them to share their thoughts candidly. What do they

as watching TV, exercising, shopping or

enjoy about working in the organisation? What frustrates them about how things are

drinking alcohol. Clearly, such behaviour

done? What kinds of conflicts have they observed and how were they dealt with?

can become dysfunctional and

What kinds of people succeed there – and what happens to people who quit or are

psychologically harmful in excess.

pushed out of the business?

The truth is that both men and women
can experience the self-doubt and
worries of inadequacy that constitute

Not everyone will be willing to speak frankly. However, there is little to be lost in
asking such questions and potentially much that you can learn to your gain.

the imposter phenomenon. If you feel

Tips for the top

that any of this applies to you, a good

Does having two jobs make someone a worse employee? Many employers believe

start is to understand that there are

that staff with a second job may have to juggle the competing demands of their two

strategies and methods that can help to

jobs and will not always succeed in balancing them. However, little research has been

keep imposterism in check.

done to confirm or refute such beliefs. A recent report in a 2018 issue of the Journal

AB

CPD

them, or try to escape their worries by

of Business and Psychology looked at the performance of two very different groups
Rob Yeung is an organisational

of employees (school teachers and bartenders). The researchers

psychologist at leadership consulting

led by Ball State University’s Brian Webster found that dual

firm Talentspace: talentspace.co.uk

jobholders in both employee groups were just as effective

More information
Rob Yeung tweets @robyeung
If you have a question for the talent
clinic, email abeditor@accaglobal.com
Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd

as single jobholders. Job performance as well as levels
of psychological engagement were statistically no
different between dual and single jobholders. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, dual jobholders reported significantly
higher levels of work-family conflict. This preliminary
evidence suggests that dual jobholders do not hurt
their organisations, and are more likely to harm their
own psychological well-being.
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Locate your inner leader
Self-leadership is the key foundation for good leadership of organisations and teams.
Sebastian Salicru looks at how to manage yourself in order to go on to great things
Any good leader – and any effective

The higher the self-esteem, the more

professional accountant come to that –

honest and open the individual. People

needs to manage their own leadership

with high self-esteem believe in their

skills. Self-leadership is the ability to

thinking and have no fear of clarity or

achieve the direction and motivation

the truth; they make commitments, keep

to positively influence your own

promises, deliver results, and challenge

performance. It involves many skills,

themselves with demanding goals.

and there are a range of strategies and
practices to build and sustain it.
In essence, self-leadership means

Work to your strengths
American psychologist Donald Clifton

developing the self-awareness and

was committed to helping people

self-belief you need to take control of

identify and utilise ‘their best’. He

your life, set goals and make positive

created a self-assessment tool called

choices. Self-leadership is more about

the Clifton StrengthsFinder. To date it

personal excellence and mastery than

has been taken by more than 15 million

about having a view on leaders or

people around the world. Another

leadership development. Here are some

character-strength assessment is the

areas to work on in developing your

VIA Institute on Character’s survey, which

own self-leadership qualities.

you can take at bit.ly/CharacterStrength.

Develop high self-esteem
Self-esteem is the sense of self-worth
and confidence in your abilities. An
individual’s level of self-esteem is
determined by the degree to which they
accept themselves for who they are. This
is why it is associated with terms such
as self-respect, self-confidence, selfassurance, pride, dignity and morale.
High self-esteem is correlated with
rationality, intuitiveness, creativity,
flexibility, a willingness to admit and
correct mistakes, cooperativeness and
an ability to manage change.
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Most people think they know what
they are good at. They are usually
wrong. More often, people know

and innovation by leading through

Do the right thing

unconventional behaviour.

Character differentiates true

Kimberly Jaussi and Shelley Dionne

leaders from pseudo-leaders,

what they are not good at – and even

at Binghamton University School of

and it is character, as opposed to

then they are more often wrong than

Management, New York, say that when

competencies, that is the foundation

right. However, it is more important to

leaders demonstrate unconventional

for leadership success.

focus on developing strengths than on

or counterintuitive behaviour (such as

fixing weaknesses.

standing on furniture, hanging ideas

personality – they are two separate

Don’t mistake character for

People who know and apply their

on clothes-lines or sticking out their

things. It is possible, for example,

strengths have greater success in life,

tongues), they give the impression

for someone to have a shy, nervous,

so it is well worth identifying yours.

of being creative. Leaders who take

shrinking personality yet also possess

Once you have completed your

risks by acting outside the norms

a character that makes them do

assessment, you should consider how

demonstrate to the team that risk-

positive things for many people.

to build on these unique strengths.

taking is acceptable and encouraged.

Others may have outgoing and friendly
personalities but do things that

Be a specialist

disappoint, cheat or deceive others.
Your character defines your integrity;

It is a myth that leaders are or should
be well rounded. Tom Rath, co-author

it is revealed in the moral and ethical

of Strengths Based Leadership: Great

choices you make. A firm adherence

Leaders, Teams and Why People

to a code of moral principles or values

Follow, says that being well rounded
simply means you are a jack-of-alltrades and master of none. You’re a
generalist, not known for anything in
particular. You don’t have a personal
brand, trademark, uniqueness or
differentiation, so you have no

Most people
think they know
what they are
good at. They are
usually wrong

Leaders with integrity live their
principles and motivate their teams
through ethical behaviour. Integrity
creates conditions in which your teams
and organisations will resist corruption
and be more trusted and efficient.
Integrity is a personal choice to hold

competitive advantage.

yourself to consistent moral and ethical

Great leaders cherish, practise and
cultivate their talents and strengths.

inspires trust.

Think of Steve Jobs, Richard Branson

standards that are based on beliefs
about the right thing to do.

Think about what yours are (and get

and Warren Buffet. Their eccentric

help to identify them if necessary);

leadership and passion for their work

leaders who know their specialisms

have left profound legacies. They

Guard your reputation

and prize them are usually willing to

had to break boundaries, challenge

Philosopher and motivational speaker

develop the unique strengths of others.

the status quo and, most importantly,

Wayne Dyer declared: ‘Your reputation

leverage their unique strengths.

is in the hands of others. That’s what

Don’t bury eccentricity

By being open about their

the reputation is. You can’t control

Some specialisms are eccentricities,

eccentricities, they give permission to

that. The only thing you can control is

and can easily be mistaken for

others to be creative, with their own

your character.’

weaknesses. But research shows

behaviour showing what ‘outside the

leaders can promote creativity

box’ looks like in the organisation.

Reputation can be considered a
component of your identity as defined
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by other people and is among the most

are referred to by the acronym Hero.

Africa and fostering of political and

treasured and powerful assets a leader

*

Hope: your desire, ambition or

economic rights for all through peaceful

expectations to persevere and,

negotiation embodied psychological

when necessary, to change direction

capital. She adds that Mandela viewed

to reach goals

himself as an ordinary leader exposed

Efficacy/confidence: your belief or

to extraordinary circumstances, but used

confidence in your ability to take on

his psychological capital to conquer the

and succeed at challenging tasks

most challenging political obstacles.

can have. It is usually built over a long
period, one deed at a time.
Leaders without character and
integrity erode their reputations. Look
at how Richard Nixon’s reputation

*

plummetted following the Watergate
scandal. As Buffett has said, it can take
20 years to build a reputation and just
five minutes to ruin it. Think about that,
and you’ll do things differently.

*

Resilience: your ability to cope and
bounce back from adversity

Luthans and others estimated that small

*

Optimism: your ability to make

increases in employees’ psychological

positive attributions about success

capital could lead to large increases in

now and in the future.

return on investment.

In a business context, a 2007 study by

Build psychological capital

A good example of how psychological

These are just some of the valuable

Having positive psychological capital

capital relates to self-leadership is the

areas to consider as you develop your

means having the internal resources to

story of Nelson Mandela. His 27 years

own self-leadership skills.

deal with challenges at work. According

of imprisonment didn’t compromise his

to Fred Luthans, a management

resolution to unite his country. Analysing

Sebastian Salicru is author of

professor at the University of Nebraska-

Mandela’s leadership style, Rene Van

Leadership Results: How to Create

Lincoln, psychological capital consists

Wyk, an associate professor at the

Adaptive Leaders and High-Performing

of four components, which together are

University of Johannesburg, concluded

Organisations for an Uncertain World,

greater than the sum of their parts and

that his pursuit of a non-racial South

available at bit.ly/AB-Salicru
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The debt/equity puzzle
The IASB has proposed introducing a new accounting element to help standardise the
classification of complex financial instruments as debt or equity. Adam Deller reports
true in relation to the simpler financial

under IAS 32 and addressing

characteristics of equity (FICE) project

instruments, but the landscape has

them through clearer classification

has been on the workplan of the

changed since the noughties.

principles and enhanced presentation

International Accounting Standards

Continuing innovation has generated

and disclosure requirements.

Board (IASB) for some time. FICE

a growing number of complex financial

has arisen from the challenges of

instruments, leading to a continuing

project is focusing on the classification

applying IAS 32, Financial Instruments:

debate about the underlying rationale

of financial instruments from the

Presentation, which was written as

of the distinction between liabilities and

perspective of the issuer, as financial

a key way of classifying whether

equity. This has resulted in a diversity

liabilities or equity instruments. It

an instrument is debt or equity – a

of accounting treatments in practice,

is not addressing recognition and

classification issue that has been a

making it difficult to assess how these

measurement requirements from IFRS 9,

source of contention for many years.

financial instruments affect companies’

Financial Instruments, or the disclosure

financial position and performance.

requirements in IFRS 7, Financial

When discussing whether an
instrument was debt or equity, the

The FICE project aims to improve the

It is important to note that the FICE

Instruments: Disclosures.

advice dispensed by David Tweedie, the

information that companies provide

former chairman of the IASB, was that

in their financial statements about the

issued by the IASB is not to change

if it looks like a duck, walks like a duck

financial instruments they have issued.

the classification of a vast number of

and quacks like a duck, then it is a duck.

It intends to do this by investigating the

items. The IASB is not looking to make

It’s a nice soundbite and may still hold

challenges in classifying instruments

unnecessary changes to IAS 32, and

The aim of the FICE discussion paper
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Many of the items identified contain

Example of applying the key questions

no surprises, such as classifying loans

Company A has an obligation to deliver 100,000 shares in a year, while company B

as liabilities or ordinary shares as equity.

has an obligation to deliver shares to settle a debt of $500,000 in a year.

The example in the panel on this page
shows why share-settled debt is a

Question 1: Can the issuer be required to hand over cash or another financial asset

liability; some of the other items are

before liquidation? (timing feature)

discussed below.

The answer is no for both entities. The obligation will be settled in equity, rather than

Preference shares

in cash or another financial instrument.

Redeemable preference shares will
Question 2: Has the issuer promised a return to the instrument’s holder regardless

continue to be classified as a liability.

of the issuer’s own performance or share price? (amount feature)

Irredeemable preference shares may be

If company A’s share price were to rise or fall dramatically, the obligation would still

classified as equity or liability depending

be settled by the issue of 100,000 shares regardless of their value, so the answer

on whether they are cumulative

would still be no. But for company B, the holder will get a return of $500,000,

preference shares or not. This echoes

regardless of the company’s performance; so if company B’s share price changed

the treatment currently applied, but

dramatically, the number of shares issued to satisfy the obligation would also change

really is seeking to provide rationale as

dramatically. Even though both obligations will be settled by the issue of an equity

to the classification.

instrument, company A will treat the obligation as equity, whereas company B has a

Cumulative preference shares roll

liability. This distinction is important, as company B needs to make adequate returns

any unpaid dividends over, increasing

to ensure its net assets are sufficient to be able to issue $500,000 of shares.

the amount payable. While this may

CPD

not be payable until liquidation (the
timing feature), the amount payable
most simple financial instruments,

is independent of the entity’s own

including basic convertible instruments,

timing feature may be the one that the

available resources (think net assets),

will have no change in classification.

preparers of accounts need to give extra

making it a liability.

For the more complex instruments, the

consideration to.

aim is to provide a clearer rationale for

There are two key questions an entity

Perpetual preference shares where a
payment can be skipped stay as equity.

classification and better information for

needs to ask to determine whether an

The amount repayable will not change,

the users of financial statements.

item is a timing or an amount feature:

so therefore remains in equity.

The discussion paper introduces two

1. Can the issuer be required to hand

new elements in identifying whether an

over cash or another financial asset

Puttable shares

item is debt or equity. These elements

before liquidation? (timing feature)

Puttable shares are those that can

2. Has the issuer promised a return to

be sold back to the company at a

are referred to as the timing feature and
the amount feature.
The timing feature has been

the instrument’s holder regardless
share price? (amount feature)

the assessment of whether an entity

If the answer to either question is yes,

has sufficient resources to meet its

then the item is a financial liability.

obligations as they fall due. This would

Otherwise, it is an equity instrument.

of an entity’s liquidity.
The amount feature is relevant to

predetermined price. As they are at fair

of the issuer’s own performance or

introduced because it is relevant to

therefore also be relevant in the analysis

50

The amount feature rather than the

The example in the panel on this page
shows how the application of these
questions would work. The table on the

the assessment of whether the entity

opposite page gives further examples

has sufficient resources to meet its

of how the questions would be applied;

obligations at a point in time, and

it shows that only those items that

whether the entity has produced

return a response of no to the two key

sufficient return to satisfy the claims

questions above would be classified

against it.

as equity.

There will be two
new elements
for identifying an
item as debt or
equity: the timing
feature and the
amount feature
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value, they will move in line with the
entity’s own economic resources, and
so return an answer of no to the amount

How the questions might be applied

feature question. They will still be classed

Contains no obligation for
an amount independent
of the entity’s available
economic resources
(amount feature)

Transfer of economic
resources required at a
specified time other than
at liquidation (timing
feature)

Bonds, loans
(liability)

Shares puttable at fair
value that do not meet
the puttable exception
(liability)

Transfer of economic
resources required only
at liquidation
(timing feature)

Share-settled debt (see
company B example
in panel opposite),
cumulative preference
shares
(liability)

Ordinary shares, vanilla
warrants
(equity)

be inconvenient to the entity and have a
significant impact on its liquidity.
IAS 32 contained an exception that
allowed certain puttable financial
instruments to be classed as equity,
even if they met the definition of
a financial liability. The details are
technical and will not be explored here,
but the puttable exception remains
under the new proposals.

Derivatives over own equity
The other major discussion in the paper

CPD

Contains obligation for
an amount independent
of the entity’s available
economic resources
(amount feature)

as a liability, though, as the timing may

is how to treat derivatives over your
own equity, such as options that have
been acquired. The proposed approach

An example of this approach is as

no doubt that this is a complex project,

is that a derivative on your own equity

follows. If someone has an option to

but the IASB is attempting to bring

would be a financial asset/liability

purchase five shares for $100, then the

some clarity to the reasoning behind

only if either (or both) of the following

share price is the only variable as to

the classification rules and aiming to

conditions apply:

whether the option changes in value.

improve disclosures to aid the users.

*
*

it’s net-cash settled (timing feature)

However, if the option is to purchase

The discussion paper on the project

the net amount of the derivative

five shares for 100 currency units in a

was issued in June 2018, and is open for

is affected by a variable that

foreign currency, then there are two

comments until January 2019.

is independent of the entity’s

variables: the share price and the

available economic resources

foreign exchange rate. Therefore this

Adam Deller is a financial reporting

(amount feature).

option wouldn’t be equity.

specialist and lecturer

Sue Lloyd, the vice chairman of the
IASB, says that the simplest way to

AB

More information

Additional disclosures

think of these is to ask: ‘Are there any

In addition to classification, the

variables not to do with me? If so, it’s

discussion paper looks at improving

not equity. If there aren’t, it’s equity.’

the disclosures around equity. There is

Get CPD units by answering
questions on this article at
accaglobal.com/abcpd
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Technical update
A monthly update of the latest developments in financial reporting, taxation and
legislation from around the world
International

practical Guide to Using ISAs in the

draft ISA 315 (Revised), Identifying

Audits of SMEs. The update reflects

and Assessing the Risks of Material

Rate of exchange

recent changes to the International

Misstatement. The consultation closes

The Organisation for Economic Co-

Standards on Auditing (ISAs) including

on 2 November 2018.

operation and Development (OECD)

International Auditing and Assurance

expects more than 100 jurisdictions to be

Standards Board projects on auditor

automatically exchanging tax information

reporting; disclosures; the auditor’s

by this month, under its Common

responsibilities relating to other

Cutting VAT fraud

Reporting Standard Multilateral

information; and using the work of

Proposals to strengthen administrative

Competent Authority Agreement. This

internal auditors.

cooperation in the field of VAT have been

will create more than 3,200 bilateral

European Union

approved by the EU Council of Ministers,

information flows, up from 500 in April.

IFRS 17 guidance

with the aim of reducing opportunities

Macedonia, Grenada, Hong Kong,

The International Accounting Standards

for VAT fraud. A key element is improving

Liberia, Macao, Paraguay and Vanuatu

Board has released guidance on

cooperation with the Eurofisc EU tax

have joined the multilateral Convention

implementing IFRS 17, Insurance

officials network through joint processing

on Mutual Administrative Assistance in

Contracts, as regards those issued by

and analysis of relevant data. The council

Tax Matters, which underpins all OECD-

mutual entities.

also made permanent the 15% minimum

sponsored tax data exchanges.

standard VAT rate, with the aim of

Risk consultation

eliminating distortive competition.

SME audits

The International Auditing and

The International Federation of

Assurance Standards Board (IAASB)

Applying VAT law

Accountants (IFAC) has updated its

is seeking comments on exposure

The latest technical guidance on
applying EU VAT law has been released
by the EU’s VAT committee, covering
how EU VAT should apply to EU special
investment funds, hybrid pension funds,
and services in relation to waterways.

National
Tax changes in Kenya
Kenya’s 2018/19 budget includes

New Zealand tax reform

widespread changes to tax rules. It
replaces the existing turnover tax with

The New Zealand government has proposed a comprehensive tax law reform. The

a de facto 15% income levy, based on

Taxation (Annual Rates for 2018–19, Modernising Tax Administration, and Remedial

business permit or trading licence fees.

Matters) Bill will abolish the need for individuals only earning employment or

It also introduces a withholding tax rate

investment income to file personal tax summaries to secure a tax refund. It also

of 20% payable when Kenyan companies

introduces a ‘short process ruling’ to help small businesses secure binding rulings from

and individuals pay demurrage charges

the NZ Inland Revenue on any tax matter; and gives more power to the Commissioner

(for shipping trades) to non-residents.

AB

of Inland Revenue to correct minor tax legislation anomalies. See bit.ly/nztaxreform.
Compiled by Keith Nuthall, journalist
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Implementing IFRS 9
Industry perspectives on the new financial instruments standard suggest it is an
improvement – and simpler than its predecessor
The International Accounting Standards

under IAS 39, loan losses can only be

and auditors from a diverse range of

Board (IASB) has issued IFRS 9, which

recognised when there is objective

industries in Singapore to discuss their

takes effect for annual periods after

evidence of an impairment/loss event

industry experiences and perspectives in

1 January 2018.

in the debt instruments. Since such

implementing IFRS 9.

IFRS 9 requires reporting entities

objective evidence arises typically from

to record loan provisions using an

delinquent payments and/or bankruptcy

Loan loss estimates

expected credit loss (ECL) model.

of borrowers, the incurred loan loss

Our participants are generally in

Loan provisions have to be recorded

recognition rule under IAS 39 has been

agreement that implementing IFRS 9

based on expected credit loss for the

criticised as ‘too little, too late’.

will lead to greater subjectivity on the

next 12 months if there has not been

In contrast, regulators have lauded the

part of preparers to estimate loan loss

a significant deterioration in credit

move from the incurred loan loss model

estimates. Since the expected credit

risk since initial recognition of the

under IAS 39 to the expected credit

loss model is subjective and requires

loan. If there has been a significant

loss model as a mechanism to improve

significant judgment from preparers in

deterioration in credit risk, evidenced

the timeliness of loan loss recognition.

assessing how much loan loss provisions

by increases in credit spreads or drop

While the expected credit loss model

to make, there are some concerns that

in credit rating, the loan provision is

could lead to more timely loan loss

it might lead to some form of earnings

estimated based on expected credit

recognition, a potential issue is whether

management in which companies

loss for the remaining period to maturity

companies could make the transition

increase or reverse their loan loss

of the loan. Significant deterioration in

from IAS 39 to IFRS 9 seamlessly.

provisions in part to meet earnings

credit risk is expected to occur before

Given that there are various concerns

targets. One suggestion is whether

the loss event when the borrower

around whether companies are able

standard-setters would be able to

defaults and/or goes into bankruptcy.

to effectively implement the expected

require firms to disclose how much loan

loan loss model, a group of researchers

loss provisions made in a particular year

improvement to IAS 39, the previous

from Singapore Institute of Technology,

are subsequently reversed back in future

standard on financial instruments,

Singapore Management University and

years to boost earnings. While this

which has been sharply criticised

Peking University, in collaboration with

information is available in an aggregated

for delaying the recognition of loan

ACCA Singapore, organised a series

manner, more detailed disclosures (in

losses during the 2008 global financial

of focus group discussions to solicit

tabular format) as well as the timing

crisis. An underlying reason is that

the views of 35 senior accountants

(and their subsequent reversals) could

Standard-setters regard IFRS 9 as an
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A few participants
are sceptical of
agency ratings
because there is a
time lag between
their issue and
the events

reveal interesting patterns as to whether

for borrower losses and quality of the

these shortcomings, the participants

companies are too aggressive (or too

profits/losses, whether the losses arise

acknowledge that credit ratings

late) in providing for loan loss provisions.

from fundamental business operations or

provide an international benchmark

are accounting losses such as unrealised

and external reference for credit risks of

of loan provisions, our participants

losses from fair value changes, which are

borrowers across industries. It is difficult

stated that, in practice, they would

one-off and non-recurring and could be

to continue arguing that the credit risk

consider a multitude of factors and

remedied. Other financial information

of a borrower has not deteriorated

information in their estimation process.

considered in determining expected

significantly when ratings agencies have

For example, one category of factors in

credit losses includes free cashﬂows,

cut its rating drastically.

the ECL model relates to the business

liquidity position and debt ratios.

When determining the correct amount

the length of business operations,

Reliance on credit ratings

prices by themselves do not indicate

the borrower’s future business plans

Our industry participants are of the

significant deterioration in borrower

or strategies and the trends in the

view that borrower credit risks extend

credit risks. Participants point out

borrower industry – for example, if the

beyond credit ratings. They would look

that investors could be swayed

industry is sunset or growing. Another

into the underlying reasons for any

by sentiments and might not fully

group relates to the borrower and

cut in borrower credit rating by credit

understand the businesses of borrowers.

customer relationship, including the

ratings agencies. A few participants are

In the final analysis, our participants

frequency and amount of transactions.

sceptical of agency ratings because

would prefer to carry out their own

Salient factors include loan collateral

there is a time lag between their issue

background checks, occasionally to the

(whether the loan is secured or

and the events. Ironically, this might

extent of hiring private investigators,

unsecured), familiarity (if the borrower is

imply that the expected loan loss

instead of merely relying on external

new or recurring) and payment history.

model under IFRS 9 might be more

credit ratings and share prices.

It has been pointed out that historical

forward-looking than credit rating

data on loans to estimate probability

upgrades or downgrades.

of default may not be available, which
creates challenges to vintage analysis.

Some of these concerns are in part

Managerial conservatism
Our participants admit that earnings

due to ratings agencies’ failure to

targets play a significant part in their

properly monitor subprime mortgages

decisions on setting loan provisions.

consideration include the financial

during the financial crisis. Conﬂicts of

Personal characteristics such as how

position of the firm and earnings quality.

interest between the agencies and the

conservative the CEO or CFO are will

Ownership affects risks: for example,

borrowers who pay agency fees also

also inﬂuence the magnitude of loan

listed companies are subject to greater

featured as an issue. Many participants

provision. In general, accountants tend

accountability to minority shareholders,

indicated that they might discount credit

to be more conservative than the CEO

while sole proprietors and family-owned

rating information and place greater

and the front office (ie the marketing

firms have concentrated ownerships.

weight on credit managers who interact

and business development teams).

Participants would study the financial

with the customers/borrowers and

Accountants would prefer higher loan

information of borrowers as to reasons

should know the latter better. Despite

provisions, compared to CEO and front-

Borrower characteristics to take into

54

On the other hand, our industry
participants say that declines in share

of the borrower/customer, such as
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office teams. The board of directors and

in different levels of loan provisions,

There is a consensus that IFRS 9 has

CEO make the final decision on the loan

as these are estimated from credit

largely achieved the standard-setters’

provision level. The accountants would

exposures multiplied by probability

goal of simplifying IAS 39. They believe

provide a few recommendations for

of default and loss-given default. The

that IFRS 9 has adequately addressed

setting the loan loss provision levels and

probability of default is the probability

the requirements of private and

their financial impacts for the board to

that the borrower defaults on its debt

listed companies.

make the final decision.

obligations, which could be interest

Nonetheless, some participants

and/or principal repayments. Loss-given

pointed out contradictions between

financial reporting process, materiality

default depends on the proportion of

requirements of regulators and

threshold matters in classifying material

collaterals or guarantees on the loans.

the standard in certain situations.

loans that require detailed review

Different probabilities of default might

One example cited is the delay in

on provisioning and loans that are

be estimated due to differences in

implementation of IFRS 9 in India by

not material. One approach some

internal credit risk management policy

one year, partly due to contradictions

participants might take is to not make

and in risk matrices. Companies would

between requirements of the standard

a provision, but continue to monitor

apply their internal credit policies

and of local regulators. Another

the borrower’s credit risk. Some

consistently on their risk exposures,

example is the difference between

companies would prepare two sets of

but the probabilities of default so

how tax authorities allow deduction

loan provision numbers, one using a

estimated should be within a reasonable

of loan losses and the expected credit

more conservative estimate for financial

range practised in industry. Our

loss model. A few participants who

reporting, the other using the business

participants also voiced concerns on

have customers or borrowers that are

estimate. The business estimate may

whether auditors are able to effectively

SMEs in Singapore explained that the

not be substantiated by evidence and

challenge managerial estimates of

SMEs behave differently from listed

is generally lower than the amount

loan loss provisions since it is probable

companies; they hope that future

reported in financial accounts. The

that management will have a more

research could focus on the application

latter is used by management internally

comprehensive understanding and in-

of loan provisioning and credit risk

for decision-making.

depth knowledge of their borrowers.

monitoring in the context of SMEs.

Auditors as gatekeepers

view that while the revised expected

Dr Lim Chu Yeong, associate professor,

From the auditor’s perspective, one

credit loss model in IFRS 9 is more

Singapore Institute of Technology;

interesting challenge could arise

relevant for the banking industry, it is

Dr Kevin Ow Yong, associate professor

when two auditee companies face

not tailored to the non-banks. They

of accounting, Peking University;

debt exposures to the same borrower

are generally positive that given the

Dr Clarence Goh, assistant professor

but reach different conclusions on

amount of work that has gone into

of accounting (practice), Singapore

the probability of default of the

developing the standard, the expected

Management University; and Joseph

borrower. The difference in estimation

credit loss model is an improvement

Alfred, head of policy and technical,

of probability of default would result

over the incurred loan loss model.

ACCA Singapore

Due to the tight timelines of the

AB

Our participants are generally of the
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Cracking the whip
Accountancy Europe chief executive – and keen horse rider – Olivier Boutellis-Taft
is passionate about spurring the accountancy profession on to embrace change
Keeping accounting relevant
through ongoing transformation is

i

CV

service line advising on European public
policy. ‘It was a lot more appealing and

the force that drives Olivier BoutellisTaft, chief executive of the finance

2006–present

modern than a traditional law firm. I

professionals’ organisation Accountancy

Chief executive, Accountancy Europe

wanted something where technology
had taken off – and this was evident at

Europe. ‘Change is my fuel,’ he says,
speaking to AB at his office in the heart

2003–06

PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) where I

of the European Union (EU) quarter

Public prosecutor, and lecturer on EU

started my career,’ he says.

in Brussels, where the décor, not long

affairs, Toulouse Business School

After more than seven years at PwC
in Brussels, he returned to France and

since rebranded in the organisation’s
bright yellow signature livery, reflects

1996–2003

spent four years as a public prosecutor

this dynamic view.

Joined the tax department of

in northern France (Lille) and the rural

PricewaterhouseCoopers in Brussels,

south west (Dax), also lecturing in EU

rising to director level

affairs at Toulouse Business School,

Despite the visible changes in his own
organisation, Boutellis-Taft regrets the

before returning to Brussels to take the

slow pace of change in the profession as

helm at Accountancy Europe in 2006. At

a whole. ‘We are still terribly changereluctant,’ he says. He accepts, though,

not reflect on its role in wider society is

the time of its 30th anniversary a decade

that the profession does take a more

doomed to disappear,’ he says.

later, he oversaw its rebranding from the

rounded view of its work today than it

Commenting on the development of

Federation of European Accountants to
its current incarnation.

did when he started out. In the old days,

this broader role, Boutellis-Taft says: ‘A

he says candidly, the profession’s role

discourse [on social inequality] in the

in tax, for example, was mostly ‘to help

European Parliament might have been

board of the European Policy Centre

large corporations pay less of it. Even

seen as left-wing activism 10 or even

and as an independent director of

I, as a student at a rather progressive

five years ago, but now it has become

business reporting standards group

university, was only taught how to get

mainstream. The need to address social

XBRL International.

around paying tax,’ he recalls.

inequality is something promoted by

He has also served on the governing

the Organisation for Economic Co-

Matter of trust

A crucial role

operation and Development, and the

Building trust and transparency is now

Today, Accountancy Europe unites 51

International Monetary Fund, and you

at the core of professional accountants’

professional accounting organisations,

wouldn’t tag them as leftist. Finally, we

work in both private and public sectors,

representing approximately one

are starting to understand the cost of

and particularly in the latter where the

million accountants, auditors and other

greed and its impact on the planet and

challenge is also greater, Boutellis-Taft

financial advisers from 37 countries, and

its people.’

says, adding that reliable accounting

plays a key role in informing European

Boutellis-Taft himself trained as a

and audits are a means to build

lawyer rather than an accountant.

that trust. ‘We’ve done a lot of work

Born and educated in Paris, where he

improving public financial management,

that accountants play a part in

studied business administration and

for example, by promoting accrual

society’s response to a range of new

economics, law and EU policy at the

accounting standards,’ he says.

challenges, from financial inequality to

Sorbonne University, he chose not to

protectionism to money laundering, all

start his professional career in a law

Taft busy is sustainable finance.

of which Accountancy Europe has taken

firm, instead electing to join the tax

‘Accountancy has always had a key

a position on. ‘A profession that does

department of a Big Four accounting

role in maintaining the world’s financial

policy debate.
Boutellis-Taft believes it is crucial

56

firm and going on to create his own

Another area that keeps Boutellis-
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systems and it is even bigger now – we
see that financial capital is fully linked
to human, technology and natural
capital,’ he says.
He commends the ‘fascinating
work’ of the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC) in advancing
a more holistic approach to reporting.
Accountancy Europe has been
supporting the IIRC by stimulating
the debate on the future of corporate

‘A profession
that does not
reflect on its role
in wider society
is doomed to
disappear’

reporting since 2015.
A few years back, environmental
issues might not have been of concern
to accountants, but they are now an
integral part of Accountancy Europe’s
work. ‘We work on ESG [environmental,
social and governance] disclosure to
show how a company is impacting its
environment and how sustainable its
value creation process is. Businesses that
are actively reporting on ESG matters
are likely to take a long-term view, rather
than look at short-term gains.’
Put another way: ‘What gets
measured, gets done,’ BoutellisTaft stresses. ‘If we also measure
externalities like pollution, resource
depletion and global warming, market
failures will be corrected, and this will
drive a truly sustainable economy.’
Investors, even mainstream ones,
increasingly ask for such corporate
ESG information as a basis for their
investment decisions, but Boutellis-Taft
laments that this information is not
always transparent. ‘Greenwashing is a
terrible plague,’ he says.
‘It is important that any review
mechanism we put in place has a
truly independent eye,’ he says, with
external audits essential to provide the
reliability and trust that markets need
and society demands.
As you would expect, ethics are high
up the Accountancy Europe agenda.
‘Ethics has always been the foundation
of the profession,’ says Boutellis-Taft,
‘but ethics is not cast in stone – it varies
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*

Tips
‘Be ready to question what you
are asked to do, and how you are
asked to do it – don’t be afraid to
speak up. Be brave.’

*

‘Don’t get distracted by the
means – keep the end-goal and
big picture in mind.’

*

‘Be prepared to propose new

*

‘Invest in enabling your

ways of doing things.’

profession to change and evolve.
This also means getting senior
accountants on side and getting
them to change.’

across cultures and times. It is critical

– these were seen as secondary in

that we remain constantly aware of this

the past, but they are important in
managing people,’ Boutellis-Taft

evolution and of societal expectations.
ACCA’s report on ethics and trust in a
digital age is spot on in emphasising
the ethical considerations in the modern
world and taking a global perspective.’
But, he adds: ‘We need to recognise
that not all people who act unethically
are really bad. In practice, it is often
greed and other social pressures that
lead to unethical behaviour.’

‘Accountancy has
always had a key
role in maintaining
the world’s
financial systems
and it is even
bigger now’

ACCA research, which identified
emotional intelligence as one of seven
key quotients that will be needed by
professional accountants of the future.
Above all, he is determined to make
accountancy a profession where ‘people
count’, he says.
It’s all a far cry from the career he
might have had, having started his

Naturally, all of Accountancy Europe’s

working life in the world of horse riding,

member organisations teach ethics, but
Boutellis-Taft believes teaching isn’t

run. No one likes to be contradicted,

competing as a professional showjumper

everything. ‘Selection is also important,’

but we must encourage people to

at international events. Initially trained

he says. ‘[In populating the profession]

disagree or speak up,’ he says.

as a sports teacher and running his own

we need to choose people who are

Emotional intelligence’, he adds, ‘is

business in equestrian sports, he says he

also extremely important, and something

learned ‘far more about life from riding

of which machines are not yet capable’.

than at university’ – which he attended

welcomed the European Commission’s

While technical skills, even complex

quite late, completing his postgraduate

proposals to strengthen whistleblower

ones, are easily handled by machines,

degree aged 27.

protection, which Boutellis-Taft

technology with emotional intelligence is

describes as ‘a prime source of

‘still a long way off’, he believes.

brave and capable of critical analysis.’
In April, Accountancy Europe

information on financial wrongdoing.
‘It’s embarrassing for organisations in
the short-term, but it’s critical in the long

58

emphasises – a view reinforced by

‘This is another reason for accountants

‘I still have two mares and a foal and
restarted riding 10 years ago. But I’ve no
time to ride any more,’ he says.

AB

to invest more in soft skills like moral
judgment, courage and empathy

Liz Newmark, journalist in Brussels
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The VAT hit
A survey on the impact of the introduction of VAT in the United Arab Emirates and
Saudi Arabia has found a lack of clarity and confidence about compliance
Middle East

(VACPA), the Vietnam
Association of Accountants

VAT compliance

and Auditors (VAA), and

A survey conducted by

local firms attended ACCA

Thomson Reuters and ACCA

Vietnam’s annual conference.

after businesses in the UAE

They discussed the

and Saudi Arabia filed their

impact of smart factories

first-ever VAT returns found

on the profession, while a

that many organisations were

presentation by Narayanan

unsure about aspects of it.

Vaidyanathan, ACCA’s

Chas Roy-Chowdhury,

head of business insights,

ACCA’s head of tax, said:

on technology in audit,

‘There is a lot of insecurity

provoked a lively debate.

around what is and is not
correct, leading us to believe

Cambodia

that the details of VAT
compliance and reporting

Celebrations

remain slightly ambiguous.’

Ngy Tayi, secretary of state

The many organisations

in the ministry of economy

that had not filed their

and finance and chairman

returns at the time of the

of the National Accounting

survey stressed they felt

Council, presided over an

ready to do so, and are

ACCA Cambodia ceremony

likely to gain certainty and

to recognise new members

confidence once they do.

and to celebrate the

You can find The VAT
adoption landscape in

organisation’s 15th birthday.
‘ACCA has strongly

the GCC survey report at

supported the national

ACCA-ME-VAT, and an

training programme for

overview infographic at

professional accountants

bit.ly/ACCA-ME-VAT-graphic.

and helps enhance student
pass rates by working closely

Vietnam

ACCA president Leo Lee (right) presents Ngy Tayi with a
letter of appreciation at the Cambodia event.

with the existing approved

Attendees at the Grand Hotel Bohemia, Prague, included
the Czech Republic’s first-ever ACCA members.

learning provider,’ Tayi

Annual conference

told attendees.

More than 300
representatives from

Czech Republic

Vietnam’s National Assembly

its 15th anniversary. Those

Strieženec, CFO of online

present included ACCA’s

travel agent Kiwi, said: ‘It is

first-ever members in the

really important to have a

Czech Republic, Petr Kříž

professional body where you

Economic Committee,

More celebrations

and Pavel Kulhavý, along

can share your knowledge,

government ministries, the

ACCA Czech Republic also

with the winner of the 2017

connect with your peers

Vietnam Association of

hosted an event to welcome

CFO of the Year award

and be on the edge of the

Certified Public Accountants

new members and celebrate

Juraj Strieženec.

current state of evolution.’
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Making a difference
Volunteering can bring you personal and professional satisfaction from helping others,
and can be a fascinating experience for those interested in international development
International volunteering is

However, social enterprise

a great way for accountants

Accounting for International

to make a positive

Development (AfID) provides

difference to disadvantaged

volunteering assignments

communities, gain new skills,

for accountants with an

travel to interesting places

interest in international

and meet inspiring people.

development. To date, more

But while roles in

than 1,000 accountants have

international development

volunteered in 55 countries,

potentially offer a sense

on assignments lasting from

of purpose and the

two weeks to 12 months.

opportunity to influence

Together, they have provided

globally important issues,

over £14m in pro bono

the sector is also suffering

accounting services to non-

from a squeeze on funding.

profit organisations, including

Diving in

the operation by making

Combined with stiff

centres for street children,

Alina Uritskaya FCCA’s

marketing suggestions

competition for roles, this

conservation projects,

passion for diving and

and suggesting partnering

means good opportunities

hospitals and schools.

marine conservation led

opportunities – for example,

Here, three ACCA

her to undertake a two-

with websites and diving

are hard to come by.

Yi Lian Quek (third from left) with her colleagues at the
Art and Global Health Centre in Malawi.

In addition, most non-

members share their stories

week placement with the

shops. Here she found that

governmental organisations

of how volunteering has

Turneffe Atoll Sustainability

her ACCA Qualification came

(NGOs) will only consider

broadened their minds,

Association (TASA) in

in useful since it does not

job applicants with prior

given them transferable

August 2017. TASA, a non-

just cover financial reporting,

experience of working in the

skills and changed their lives

governmental organisation,

but also the management

voluntary sector.

for the better.

co-manages the stunning

and commercial aspects of

Turneffe Atoll Marine

running an organisation.

Reserve, together with the

‘There was quite a lot to do

government of Belize.

in two weeks,’ she recalls,

Uritskaya, an audit director
with Deloitte in London,

Alina Uritskaya (centre) with park rangers from the
Turneffe Atoll Marine Reserve in Belize.

60

‘but that made it interesting’.
From her time on the

was asked to review TASA’s

project, Uritskaya has

financial controls, as well as

learned that NGOs are

its accounting and financial

run very differently from

reporting. She also advised

commercial organisations. ‘It

the organisation on how it

is difficult to implement the

could sustain itself in the long

recommendations you make

term by developing a model

unless you get buy-in from

for charging user fees to

everyone who works for the

divers, fishermen and tourists.

organisation,’ she explains.

She particularly enjoyed

For this reason, she believes

getting involved with the

that accountants who want

commercial aspects of

to do volunteering work
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need to be open-minded

who has a background in

and conscious of cultural

financial services and had

differences.

never visited the continent

Right now, Uritskaya is

before. She liked being able

happily pursuing her career

to see the direct relationship

in London, but she wouldn’t

between finance and the

rule out working for a

front line. ‘I helped the

development organisation

director to consider actions

later in her career. ‘My

that could increase funding

experience with TASA would

or reduce expenses, making

prove very useful if I were to

the centre more efficient,’

do that,’ she says.

she explains.

Just do it

keen to work in international

Yi Lian Quek ACCA, a

development and says

finance manager with HSBC

that her AfID placement

in Malaysia, has always been

has helped her to better

passionate about charity

understand how finance

work and wanted to use her

professionals can help

accounting skills to benefit

to support the overall

the not-for-profit sector.

cause of a not-for-profit

She came across AfID on

organisation. Her advice for

the ACCA website and was

other accountants who are

instantly intrigued.

considering volunteering with

In future, Quek would be

Quek opted to undertake

Crystal Cai with local children during her two-week
placement with the Fountain of Youth Initiative in Kenya.

AfID is simply this: ‘Just do it.’
with checking that the

person, both personally

the Art and Global Health

Global mindset

recommendations of a

and professionally’. She

Centre Africa in Malawi

Qualifying as an accountant

previous volunteer had been

was struck by the positive

during November 2017.

spurred Crystal Cai ACCA

properly implemented,

attitude of the people who

The centre aims to foster

to seek out a volunteer

and training the founder

lived in Githurai, where she

creative leadership and runs

placement with AfID in

of FOYI and a project

was based, despite their

innovative, health-oriented

February 2018. She opted

manager in bookkeeping

daily struggles.

programmes that inspire and

to work with the Fountain

and financial management.

mobilise young people. It

of Youth Initiative (FOYI) in

She also undertook a health-

international experience

does this by using art and

Kenya because it seemed

check of FOYI’s financial

has helped her to further

other creative approaches

the best fit with her

management, reviewed its

develop the global mindset

to encourage youths to

experience and skills. FOYI

petty cash and cash-book

that defines an ACCA-

reflect on and address

aims to encourage young

processes, produced a

qualified accountant. She is

health issues such as Aids,

people from disadvantaged

cashflow forecast for 2018

keen to undertake another

as well as related stigma and

backgrounds to thrive in their

and wrote several policies.

project with AfID and would

discrimination. During her

local community by giving

placement, Quek focused on

them access to education,

Cai returned to her day-

volunteer somewhere else in

reviewing finance procedures

business and vocational

job as an accountant

the world.

and policies, and helping the

skills, and microloans.

for technology giant

a four-week placement at

staff to implement a Sage
accounting system.
The whole experience of

Cai, who is originally from
China but is now based
in the UK, embarked on

working for an African NGO

her two-week placement

was eye-opening for Quek,

in March. She was tasked

Following the assignment,

Cisco, feeling ‘a stronger

Cai believes that gaining

happily return to Africa or
AB

Sally Percy, journalist

More information
Visit the Accounting for International Development website
at afid.org.uk, or email AfID for details at info@afid.org.uk
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Tomorrow’s leaders
The redesign of the ACCA Qualification ensures that it will continue to set the
standard for the future of the profession, says ACCA’s Judith Bennett
This month thousands of

need, enabling them to

his column in this

students around the world

contribute significant value

special leadership

are sitting ACCA’s first

to the organisation.

Strategic Business Leader

Over the past few years

exam. The case study-based

there has been a raft of

paper features the sort of

changes to the way the

real-world scenarios that

ACCA Qualification is

professional accountants

taught and assessed to

will face in their careers, and

ensure our professional

asks students to demonstrate

accountants are prepared

they have the right blend

for the real world. As well

of technical, ethical and

as the new case study,

professional skills to handle

there is a new Ethics and

them successfully.

Professional Skills module,

which we’ve
put together to
mark the launch
of the Strategic
Business Leader
exam, finance
professionals
need to have
many strong
leadership traits.
They need to

more computer-based exams

you will find it after the

be well rounded and able

risk, governance, technology,

and an enhanced corporate

contents page.

to use their knowledge of a

data analytics and innovation

reporting exam. You can

For members, these

issues – along with core

see how the qualification

changes will ensure that

through their technical

technical and ethical

is now structured in the

the ACCA Qualification’s

and professional analysis

skills – Strategic Business

booklet enclosed with this

reputation for rigour and

to decide on the right way

Leader is designed to give

month’s AB magazine – if

relevance is protected and

forward. It will also put them

students the skills employers

you are reading this digitally

enhanced, helping to ensure

in a strong position to build

all our members remain in

their careers to follow in the

demand with employers, and

footsteps of the significant

continue to be recognised

number of ACCA members

ACCA’s Competency Framework is a tool that can be used to

for their progressive and

who now hold very senior

explore and analyse the knowledge, skills and values that the

adaptable approach,

positions in businesses and

ACCA Qualification provides. Employers can use it to help

expertise, strong ethical

other organisations in all

train and recruit staff, and to create benchmarks to evaluate

values and good judgment.

sectors across the world.

Bringing together strategy,

Explore our Competency Framework

the performance of their existing team and identify strengths

company or situation gained

For employers, the

and weaknesses in the organisation’s finance capabilities.

changes underline the

Driving forces

The framework can keep businesses up to date on the

message that ACCA

The changes to the

competencies needed by accountants, ensuring they have the

develops professional

qualification are backed

right team in place. For individuals, it provides a useful tool for

accountants who are fully

by global research into the

describing the skills they have and exploring future roles.

equipped to help their

future of the profession

organisation to unlock its

involving more than 2,000

full potential.

finance professionals in

The framework is an online, interactive tool that
demonstrates the different competencies developed through
all elements of the ACCA Qualification. It links these

Through these changes,

senior positions, as well as

competencies to finance jobs, underlining how the qualification

we are aiming to train future

by our ongoing professional

underpins a wide variety of accounting and finance roles.

leaders from the beginning

insights research into critical

of their careers. As ACCA

issues facing tomorrow’s

president Leo Lee says in

finance profession.

To find out more, go to bit.ly/ACCA-competency.
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edition of AB,

Through these
changes, we
are aiming to
train future
leaders from
the beginning of
their careers
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finance professional, they
know they will get someone
who is ready to lead, adapt
and help their organisations
grow and succeed. And
these professionals
themselves will continue
to grow and learn, keeping
their professional edge so
they can keep delivering for
their organisations. ACCA
provides many learning
opportunities for members
at all stages of their career
– see accaglobal.com/cpd
for more. And look out for
details of our Accounting
for the Future global virtual
conference in November,
which will feature interesting
and useful sessions on
leadership, technology and
much more.
These changes to the
qualification are the end of
what we see as the key

have helped us redesign the

the beginning rather than

drivers of change expected

skillsets – seven technical,

ACCA Qualification.

an end in itself. We must

to affect the profession over

ethical and interpersonal

the coming years: more

The research identified four

The changes to the

be forward-looking, able to

competencies – that

qualification that have

anticipate future demands

regulation and stronger

professional accountants will

been introduced over the

on our capabilities and

governance, advances

be required to demonstrate.

past two years will ensure

adapt accordingly. Armed

in digital technology,

These seven ‘quotients’

that we continue to thrive

with an understanding of

higher expectations of the

(intelligence, creative, digital,

as a professional body of

the seven quotients, backed

contribution of professional

emotional intelligence,

members with the forward-

by research into the future

accountants, and

vision and experience,

thinking strategic abilities and

working world and supported

continued globalisation.

with technical and ethical

advanced skillset needed to

by a relevant, practical

competencies at the heart)

shape the future of global

and flexible qualification,

business. The qualification is

ACCA members and their

now deeper and broader as

employers will have the

a result, with an even greater

confidence to flourish in

Be an ACCA Qualification advocate

focus on employability and

the constantly changing

Tell your colleagues and contacts about how ACCA is leading

the practical application

business environment.

the way with its qualification changes and research – see the

of core skills in the

booklet enclosed with this month’s magazine.

modern workplace.

This, in turn, has informed

Join the ACCA champions

Mentor a future member
Find out more about how you can help future finance
professionals through their exam journeys and careers – visit
accaglobal.com/advocacy.

When employers choose
to recruit or train an ACCA

AB

Judith Bennett is ACCA’s
director of professional
qualifications

More information
Visit accaglobal.com/tomorrow
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Council update
ACCA’s governing body met in Beijing in June to be updated on activities,
performance, global trade initiatives and other developments
Council met on Saturday
23 June in Beijing.
The Council meeting
featured discussions and
decisions on a number of
important matters.

*

The president updated
Council on his and
the officers’ activities
since March, including
attendance at events
in China, the Czech
Republic, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Myanmar,
Nepal and the UK.

*

Council received a
presentation from the
chief executive, focusing
on 2017/18 performance,
work on member
retention, the results
of the most recent
employer satisfaction
ACCA’s June Council
meeting was held in
Beijing, China

survey, and an update on
strategic performance
to 30 April 2018 and key
strategic matters.

*

(see annualreport.

discussion groups

accaglobal.com) and

to consider the

the restatement of

Board, including its

opportunities for ACCA

one element of the

review of the March 2018

of the Remuneration

from global trade

brand-power strategic

examination results,

Committee, Governance

initiatives such as Belt

measure.

observing that the board

Design Committee,

Council approved a

had ratified the results

Audit Committee,

Nominating Committee

and that no major issues

Resource Oversight

annual accounts, a

recommendation for

had been raised.

Committee and

recommendation to be

three Council members

Council received

Market Oversight

proposed at the AGM

to attend this year’s

presentations from the

Committee that were

on the appointment of

International Assembly.

chairmen of the Audit

Council approved the

and Resource Oversight

Council’s next meeting

standing orders for

Committees, focusing on

will be in London on

2018/19 and 2019/20.

their oversight roles and

20 September 2018.

and Road.

*

Council approved the

auditors, the content
of ACCA’s integrated
report for 2017/18

64

*

Council broke into

*

*

*

current work plans.

Council noted a report
from the Qualifications

*

Council received reports
from the meetings

held in May.

AB
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Rulebook changes
Interim changes have been made to the 2018 edition of the ACCA Rulebook to reflect
the requirements of the Insurance Distribution Directive and other developments
Interim changes to the

ACCA members in practice

More information
You can find the details of changes to the ACCA Rulebook
at accaglobal.com/rulebook

2018 edition of the

to hold ACCA practising

ACCA Rulebook became

certificates. In Cyprus,

effective from 1 July

ACCA members are not

2018, largely driven by

permitted to provide audit
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the implementation of

services unless they are

The implementation of
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have obtained its relevant

Directive in the UK and

directive’s implementation

to required updates

practising certificate and
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audit qualification. Now,

to the Designated

currently authorised for
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applicants may achieve

Professional Body

investment business by
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Regulations (DPBRs) and the

ACCA under the Investment
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Annex 3 of the Global
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certificate, provided
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need authorisation, as
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implementation of the
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of the Global Practising

necessary changes, and has
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Regulations has also been
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amended to remove an

streamline the DPBRs.

Accountants of Cyprus
(ICPAC) no longer requires

Appendix 3 to Annex 1

ambiguity over eligibility
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for one of the
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Although the DPBRs now

Practices wishing to advise
on or arrange insurance
products will need to

include further restrictions
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All members, students
and others who are
bound by the ACCA
Rulebook should ensure
that they are fully aware
of its contents.
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Blazing a trail
Since the formation of its first advisory committee back in 1943,
ACCA has been at the forefront of thought leadership
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ACCA this year celebrates
75 years of providing

Digital editor Jamie Ambler
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Jon Gilmore

highlighting the ongoing
drive for constructive
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change and innovation
that were embodied in the
founders’ values.
The roots of ACCA’s formal

Design manager Jackie Dollar

external engagement can
be traced back to 1943,

Designers Bob Cree,
Suhanna Khan, Robert Mills

when the Technical Advisory

Production manager Anthony Kay

Committee was set up,
staffed entirely by volunteer
members. The first report,
issued in June 1947, was
Some legal aspects of charity.
In 1952, the Technical

ACCA takes a more forward-looking view in its recent
series Professional accountants – the future, including a
‘deep dive’ into what the next generation of professional
accountants in the public sector will need.
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Research Committee, as
it had been renamed, in

contrasted with traditional

the more esoteric including

collaboration with the

support for historical-cost

water scarcity and the war

Economist Intelligence

accounting and laid many of

crime of pillage.

Unit (which today is a

the conceptual foundations

Thanks in part to the

neighbour in ACCA’s London

for later work in this area. It

work of the increasingly

headquarters, the Adelphi),

also signalled the ambition

professionalised team, ACCA

published its first high-profile

of things to come. In fact,

has become a world leader

research report, Accounting

ACCA has published reports

in sustainability issues and

for Inflation. ACCA’s radical

on a broad range of topics

integrated reporting. ACCA’s

and far-sighted stance

over the years, with some of

professional insights team,
and the member volunteers

Global virtual conference returns

who contribute to the global
forums, continue along the

ACCA’s virtual conference, Accounting for the Future, is back

path the early technical team

for 2018. This year’s event, on 27-29 November, will include live

established in 1943.

and recorded sessions on technology, the future of learning,

The volume and breadth

leadership, risk and governance, and business models of the

of reports create ever more

future. There will also be an array of technical topics, including

impact globally and, through

tax, audit, and financial and corporate reporting. As before,

Professional accountants –

attending the sessions will earn you CPD units.

the future, support ACCA’s

To find out more, including how to sign up to watch live or
on demand, go to accaglobal.com/AFF2018.

goal to continue to offer a
robust qualification for years
to come.
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Catalyst for change

IFAC CEO Fayez Choudhury on
bringing global influence to bear

No-brainer

Africa must find ways to halt or tap
into its massive talent outflow

Tomorrow’s leaders

ACCA Qualification redesigned
for a changing world

Leadership in
a digital age
Special edition: the qualities
needed to succeed
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